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Abstract
Title: The Effects of Feedback Accuracy on Rumor and Performance during an Analogue
Task
Author: Joshua Lawrence Lipschultz
Advisor: David A. Wilder, Ph.D., BCBA-D

Feedback is the most commonly used intervention in Organizational
Behavior Management (OBM). Recent OBM research has examined both the
effects of inaccurate feedback (FB) on performance as well as rumors created due
to inaccurate rules. The current study expanded upon both of these lines of research
by examining the verbal behavior exhibited by dyads of participants during an
analogue task as they were exposed to three different levels of FB accuracy (i.e.,
one-third FB of the actual number of entries completed, accurate FB, and tripled
FB of the actual number of entries completed). The study also assessed the relative
effects of two independent variables on performance during an analogue work task:
the type of verbal behavior regarding FB accuracy provided during training by
confederates posing as participants (i.e., being told during training that FB accuracy
during their task was incorrect) and the actual FB accuracy participants were
exposed to during the analogue work task (i.e., one-third, accurate, and tripled).
iii

The results of the study showed that participants exhibited different types and
levels of verbal behavior depending on the level of FB accuracy to which they were
exposed. Additionally, the type of verbal behavior regarding FB accuracy provided
during training by confederates posing as participants and the level of FB accuracy
to which participants were exposed affected performance on the analogue task.
Implications, limitations of the study, and directions for future research are
discussed.
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Performance feedback (hereto referred to as feedback) is a term that is
commonly used in psychology and the field of organizational behavior
management (OBM; Mangiapanello & Hemmes, 2015). There have been many
different definitions of feedback in the OBM literature. Feedback has been defined
as (a) information provided to individuals pertaining to the quantity and/or quality
of past performance (Prue & Fairbank, 1981), (b) information transmitted back to
the individual following a particular performance (Sulzer-Azaroff & Mayer, 1991),
(c) information that notifies performers as to how well they are doing (Rummler &
Brache, 1995), (d) information about performance that allows a person to change
his/her behavior (Daniels & Bailey, 2014), and (e) presentation of an exteroceptive
stimulus whose parameters vary as a function of parameters of antecedent
responding (Mangiapanello & Hemmes, 2015). These definitions suggest that a
sufficient, more general definition of feedback could be a stimulus that provides a
performer with information about the quality and/or quantity of some previous
performance.
Feedback has been frequently examined in the OBM literature. In the most
recent examination of articles using some type of feedback as an intervention,
Mangiapanello and Hemmes (2015) conducted a PsycINFO search to determine the
number of publications from 1983 to 2013 which contained the word feedback in
the title and the word behavior in the journal title. The search yielded 441 articles
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with feedback in the title, published in over 50 journals. Of the 50 journals, the
Journal of Organizational Behavior Management (JOBM) had the most citations in
the search. Because of the large number of studies examining feedback, it may be
helpful to examine feedback in terms of topography (i.e., form) and function.
Topographical Examinations of Feedback
There have been two studies that have examined topographical features of
the various feedback studies published in Academy of Management Journal (AMJ),
Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis (JABA), Journal of Applied Psychology
(JAP), and JOBM during the years from 1974 to 1984 (Balcazar, Hopkins, &
Suarez, 1985) and the years from 1985 to 1998 (Alvero, Bucklin, & Austin, 2001).
The search by Balcazar et al. (1985) yielded 69 articles which discussed 126
experiments in which an application of feedback was used. Each application of
feedback was categorized according to its effectiveness, feedback characteristics,
and whether feedback was used alone or combined with goal setting and/or
behavioral consequences.
Consistency of feedback effectiveness was categorized in four ways:
consistent effects, mixed effects, no effects, and unknown effects (Balcazar et al.,
1985). Consistent effects were categorized as feedback that uniformly produced
desired mean increases or decreases of performance compared to levels in baseline
and/or other intervention conditions; additionally, these effects had to be observed
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in all of the subjects, settings, and/or behaviors. Mixed effects were categorized as
feedback that produced desired mean increases or decreases of performance for
some, but not all, of the subjects, settings, and/or behaviors. No effects were
categorized as feedback that had no effects when mean intervention levels were
equal to mean baseline levels. Unknown effects were categorized as studies in
which the baseline consisted of too few data points to allow for comparisons of the
effectiveness of independent variables.
Six characteristics of feedback were identified: feedback source, feedback
privacy, feedback participants, feedback content, feedback mechanism, and
feedback frequency (Balcazar et al., 1985). Feedback source referred to how the
information was presented (i.e., person or device delivering feedback). The authors
identified eleven feedback sources: managers and/or supervisors, subordinates, coworkers, researchers, mechanical devices, self-generated feedback, customers,
along with various combinations of sources, such as supervisor’s and self-generated
feedback, mechanical and supervisor’s feedback, researcher and supervisor’s
feedback, and supervisor and coworkers’ feedback. Three categories of feedback
privacy were identified by the researchers: publicly posted feedback, private
feedback, and a combination of publicly posted feedback and private feedback.
Publicly posted feedback was information, which was available to the performing
individual or group along with other members of the organization. Private feedback
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was information, which was provided only to the performing individual or group.
Combined public and private feedback was information presented in the form of
publicly posted feedback and private feedback.
Three categories of feedback participants were identified: individual(s),
group(s), and combined individual(s) and group(s) feedback (Balcazar et al., 1985).
Eight categories of feedback content were identified: comparison of an individual’s
performance with his/her previous performance, comparison of a group’s
performance with its previous performance, comparison of an individual’s
performance with a standard of individual performance, comparison of a group’s
performance with a standard of group performance, comparison of an individual
performance with group performance, comparison of individual performance with
group performance and with a standard of group performance, comparison of
individual performance with a standard of group performance, and comparison of
group performance with a standard of individual performance.
Eight categories of feedback mechanisms were identified: verbal, written,
mechanical, graphs, and various combinations, such as verbal feedback and graphs,
verbal and written feedback, mechanical and verbal feedback, and written feedback
and graphs (Balcazar et al., 1985). Six intervals of feedback frequency were
identified: daily, weekly, monthly, and various combinations of intervals, such as
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daily and weekly feedback, monthly and weekly feedback, and studies that did not
report the frequency.
Four categories of feedback combinations were identified: feedback-alone,
feedback and behavioral consequences, feedback and goal setting, and feedback,
goal setting, and behavioral consequences. Feedback-alone referred to studies in
which participants only received information about the quantity or quality of past
performance. Feedback and behavioral consequences referred to studies in which
information about past performance was delivered along with the delivery of events
such as praise, time off work, lunch passes, and money. Feedback and goal setting
referred to studies in which information about past performance was delivered
along with the introduction of performance goals, which specified a performance
outcome or standard of performance. Feedback, goal setting, and behavioral
consequences referred to studies that included all three of those interventions.
With regard to feedback effectiveness as a function of feedback
combination, the review of the literature indicated that feedback resulted in
consistent effects in 41% of the total number of applications, mixed effects in 49%
of the applications, and no effect in 10% of the applications (Balcazar et al., 1985).
Feedback alone was the procedure most commonly used by researchers, although it
resulted in a larger proportion of mixed effects and no effects compared to
feedback with goal setting and/or behavioral consequences. With regard to
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feedback characteristics, supervisors or managers were the most common source of
feedback and were associated with a large proportion of consistent effects. Publicly
posted and private feedback were found to be similarly effective. The most
frequently used feedback content was presenting individual performance. Graphs
were the most frequently used feedback mechanism, and had the highest proportion
of consistent effects (54%). With regard to the frequency of feedback delivery,
daily feedback was most commonly used, although there were no differences in the
proportions of consistent effects between daily and weekly feedback; however,
both daily and weekly feedback delivery was more effective than monthly
feedback.
Alvero et al. (2001) conducted an updated review similar to the one
conducted by Balcazar et al. (1985). Alvero et al. (2001) reviewed all issues
between 1985 and 1998 of the same four journals (AMJ, JABA, JAP, and JOBM)
reviewed by Balcazar et al. (1985). Alvero et al. (2001) used similar categorization
definitions (e.g., consistency of effects) to the Balcazar et al. (1985) review, with a
few exceptions. With regard to feedback combinations, feedback could have been
used alone or in combination with any or all of the following components:
antecedents, goal setting procedures, and behavioral consequences (Alvero et al.,
2001). A combination of feedback and antecedents was defined as feedback used in
conjunction with some form of antecedent stimuli besides goal setting (e.g.,
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training, job aids, prompts); all other definitions remained the same as they were in
the Balcazar et al. (1985) review.
Minor changes were also made to four of the feedback characteristics
categorizations: source, medium, frequency, and content (Alvero et al., 2001).
Feedback source was classified according to nine categories instead of 11. These
nine categories were (a) supervisors and/or managers; (b) researchers; (c) selfgenerated feedback (from employees using a self-recording procedure); (d)
customers; (e) mechanical devices; (f) experts (e.g., a fire safety expert delivered
feedback to the staff of an organization as part of fire evacuation training); (g)
supervisors and researchers; (h) supervisors and self-generated feedback; and (i)
studies that did not report the source of feedback. Eight feedback mediums
(interchangeable with the term “mechanism” used by Balcazar et al. (1985) were
identified: (a) graphs (which display individual and/or group performance); (b)
verbal; (c) written; (d) verbal feedback and graphs; (e) verbal and written feedback;
(f) verbal and written feedback and graphs; (g) written feedback and graphs; and
(h) verbal and mechanical (e.g., videotape) feedback. Additionally, more intervals
of the frequency of feedback delivery (e.g., quarterly) and more types of content
(e.g., information regarding a different group’s performance) were identified by the
researchers.
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Overall, Alvero et al. (2001) found that consistent effects were observed in
58% of the total applications, mixed effects were observed in 41% of the
applications, and no effects were observed in 1% of the applications. With regard to
the feedback effectiveness as a function of feedback combination, feedback with
antecedents resulted in consistent effects in 100% (4 out of 4) of applications;
feedback combined with antecedents and behavioral consequences resulted in
consistent effects in 67% (4 out of 6) of applications. Feedback combined with goal
setting and feedback alone resulted in the highest mixed effects (57% and 53%,
respectively). Feedback combined with antecedents, goal setting, and behavioral
consequences was used in only one application, but resulted in consistent effects.
The most common source of feedback delivery continued to be supervisors
or managers in 53% of the applications (Alvero et al., 2001). With regard to
feedback effectiveness as a function of feedback source, the highest levels of
consistent effects were observed with feedback delivery by supervisors/managers
and researchers (86% of applications). The most common source of feedback
medium was written feedback alone (27% of applications). With regard to feedback
effectiveness as a function of feedback medium, the highest levels of consistent
effects were observed with the use of graphs with written feedback and graphs with
verbal feedback (86% and 75%, respectively). The most common interval of
feedback frequency was weekly feedback (39% of applications). With regard to
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feedback effectiveness as a function of feedback frequency, the highest levels of
consistent effects were observed with the use of daily, monthly, and the
combination of daily and weekly feedback (71%, 80% and 80%, respectively);
weekly delivery of feedback resulted in consistent effects in only 52% of
applications. The most common participants in feedback interventions were
individuals (65% of applications).
With regard to feedback effectiveness as a function of participants in
feedback interventions, applications of feedback for groups resulted in the highest
levels of consistent effects (71%). The most common type of feedback privacy was
private feedback (56% of applications). With regard to feedback effectiveness as a
function of feedback privacy, the combination of private and public feedback
resulted in the highest levels of consistent effects (80%). The most common types
of feedback content were the comparison of individual performance with his/her
previous performance (28% of applications) and comparison of individual
performance with a standard of individual performance (28% of applications). With
regard to feedback effectiveness as a function of feedback content, three types of
feedback content resulted in the similarly high levels of consistent effects: (a)
group performance with a standard of group performance (75%), (b) individual
performance with a standard of individual performance or previous performance
(75%), or (c) group performance with its previous performance (71%).
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Comparisons between Balcazar et al. (1985) and Alvero et al. (2001) yield
interesting information about the evolution of feedback interventions from the first
review (1974 to 1984) to the most recent review (1985 to 1998). A higher
percentage of studies (58%) in the Alvero et al. (2001) review had consistent
effects compared to the Balcazar et al. (1985) review (41%). The most frequently
used procedure was feedback alone in both reviews. The most commonly used
source of feedback was supervisors or managers in both reviews. Although Alvero
et al. (2001) identified written feedback alone as the most common medium of
feedback, Balcazar et al. (1985) identified graphed feedback as the most commonly
used feedback medium. Another difference was that weekly feedback was the most
common interval of feedback delivery in the more recent review, while daily
feedback was the most frequently used interval of feedback delivery in the first
review. Individuals were the most common participants in feedback interventions
according to both reviews.
In terms of feedback privacy, the results from the most recent review
differed in two ways from the first feedback review. Balcazar et al. (1985) did not
find significant differences in consistency of effects among the three forms of
privacy, and observed that public feedback was the most commonly used
intervention. However, Alvero et al. (2001) found the combination of private and
public feedback to be more consistently effective (80%) compared to private (56%)
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or public (50%) feedback presented independently, and found private feedback to
be the most commonly used intervention.
As previously mentioned, Mangiapanello and Hemmes (2015) also
conducted a brief review of the feedback literature, although they do not go into as
much detail as Balcazar et al. (1985) and Alvero et al. (2001). Mangiapanello and
Hemmes (2015) searched the number of articles, which contained “feedback” in the
title of the article and “behavior” in the journal name during the time from 1983 to
2013. The search revealed 441 articles that fit those criteria. The top 4 journals in
terms of articles with the term “feedback” in the title were JOBM (82), Journal of
Motor Behavior (56), Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes
(50), and JABA (42). Additionally, a graph of the cumulative frequency per year of
journal articles fitting the above criteria revealed an increase in the rate of articles
published fitting those criteria after 2006.
Taken together, these topographical reviews provide valuable information
about the future directions of feedback reviews such as the ones just discussed.
Specifically, at least three major limitations can be drawn from the existing reviews
on feedback. The first limitation is the smaller number of articles identified by the
more recent Alvero et al. (2001) review compared to the Balcazar et al. (1985)
review that used feedback as an intervention (43 articles versus 69 articles,
respectively), and by extension, the smaller number of applications within those
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articles (126 applications versus 68 applications, respectively). Although it is
unclear why there was a decrease in the number of feedback applications published
in the more recent review, one reason may be that several articles have been
published, such as Peterson (1982), which suggest that the term “feedback” may
not be a good term to use, since it does not clearly represent the operant principles
presumably responsible for the effectiveness of feedback procedures. As a result,
there may be some articles that do not label their procedures as “feedback,”
although they have similarity to more traditional types of feedback procedures.
Alvero et al. (2001) discuss that a possible avenue for future research would be to
examine and determine why this reduction occurred.
A second limitation of these reviews of feedback interventions is the length
of time since the most recent in-depth review done by Alvero and colleagues
(2001). Although Mangiapanello and Hemmes (2015) conducted a search
examining the number of articles published from 1983 to 2013 that had the word
“feedback” in the article title and “behavior” in the name of the journal, the authors
did not examine the articles and feedback applications with as much detail as the
Balcazar et al. (1985) and Alvero et al. (2001) reviews did. Thus, a natural avenue
for future research would be to complete another review similar to the two previous
in-depth feedback reviews. This would provide important information regarding (a)
the number of articles still using feedback interventions and (b) provide an updated
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examination of feedback interventions using similar measures to Balcazar et al.
(1985) and Alvero et al. (2001), such as feedback effectiveness and feedback
medium.
A third limitation of the current feedback review literature is that they do
not provide information regarding the possible function of feedback (Alvero et al.,
2001; Balcazar et al., 1985). As stated by the authors of both reviews, more useful
information would be obtained by examining the way in which the feedback
interventions are implemented. That is, by obtaining useful and practical
information about the functional mechanisms of feedback, important conclusions
can be made regarding when feedback is most effective and how best to implement
feedback interventions. Assessing possible functions of feedback is an important
area for researchers to examine.
Possible Functions of Feedback
Although topographical reviews of feedback (Alvero et al., 2001; Balcazar
et al., 1985; Mangiapanello & Hemmes, 2015) can yield important information,
they may not provide any information about the possible function of feedback in
any given application. Further analysis is necessary to determine the possible
function or functions of feedback in any given setting. There have been several
different definitions of feedback in the literature, which may suggest the potential
function of feedback. However, a consensus has yet to be reached regarding what
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the actual function of feedback is. Some authors have suggested that the term
feedback is not a helpful one, and that it be replaced with a focus on more specific
descriptions that provide more information about the actual feedback intervention
used (Peterson, 1982). Even so, several different functions of feedback have been
suggested in the literature, and recently Mangiapanello and Hemmes (2015) have
put together a list of possible functions of feedback. According to Mangiapanello
and Hemmes (2015), feedback has been suggested to function as (a) a reinforcer or
punisher (Carpenter & Vul, 2011; Cook & Dixon, 2005; Slowiak, Dickinson, &
Huitema, 2011; Sulzer-Azaroff & Mayer, 1991), (b) an instruction (Catania, 2013),
(c) a guide (Salmoni, Schmidt, & Walter, 1984), (d) a discriminative stimulus
(Duncan & Bruwelheide, 1985-1986; Roscoe, Fisher, Glover, & Volkert, 2006;
Sulzer-Azaroff & Mayer, 1991), (e) a rule (Haas & Hayes, 2006; Prue & Fairbank,
1981), (f) a conditioned reinforcer (Hayes, Kohlenberg, & Hayes, 1991), and (g) a
motivational stimulus (Duncan & Bruwelheide, 1985-1986; D. A. Johnson, 2013;
Salmoni et al., 1984). Each suggested function of feedback will be discussed in
terms of the evidence provided by the literature for or against the proposed
function.
Feedback functioning as a reinforcer or punisher. There are a number of
studies which suggest that feedback may function as a reinforcer or punisher. That
is, feedback either increases the probability that a similar performance will occur in
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the future or decreases the probability that a similar performance will occur in the
future. Mangiapanello and Hemmes (2015) discuss in detail the possibility of
feedback functioning as reinforcement or punishment using an operant conditioning
paradigm. In their review of feedback and reinforcement or punishment procedures,
they discuss that feedback procedures are often designed analogous to positive
reinforcement or positive punishment procedures (i.e., feedback stimuli are
typically presented contingent on behavior, instead of removing stimuli), and go on
to examine the overlap between feedback and operant conditioning procedures in
terms of (a) identification of the a priori behavior-altering effects of the
consequence, (b) parameters of consequence delivery, and (c) precision of the
relation between target responding and its consequences.
As Mangiapanello and Hemmes (2015) discussed, feedback procedures are
not typically identified in terms of behavioral functions before being implemented.
As a result, it is often unclear if feedback functions as a reinforcer or punisher when
applied in an organizational setting. Contrary to what is commonly done in typical
operant procedures, the potential reinforcing effectiveness of feedback as a
stimulus is usually not established through empirical means (e.g., paired stimulus
preference assessment; Fisher et al., 1992). Even though reinforcer or punisher
functions of feedback stimuli are not usually established prior to implementation, it
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is often suggested that feedback increases responding due to reinforcer effects
(Duncan & Bruwelheide, 1985-1986).
Certain studies have tried to examine if feedback functions as a reinforcer,
but studies rarely conduct a priori assessment of the behavior-altering function of
feedback to determine if it has a reinforcing or punishing effect. D. A. Johnson
(2013) proposed that feedback consisting of objective and evaluative information
had reinforcing effects due to the evaluative information’s establishing effects on
the objective information as a reinforcer. Both the Balcazar et al. (1985) and Alvero
et al. (2001) reviews provide indirect evidence that feedback has some type of
reinforcing effect. In both reviews, feedback with consequences resulted in more
consistent effects compared to feedback alone. Although the function of feedback
was not established, these results provide evidence of feedback functioning as
reinforcement or punishment in some way.
There is also evidence suggesting that feedback may function as a
conditioned reinforcer or punisher (Mangiapanello & Hemmes, 2015). The
feedback stimuli may either have been previously paired with other reinforcers
through a stimulus-stimulus contingency (e.g., Roscoe et al., 2006) or established
as a result of the feedback procedure (e.g., Hayes et al., 1991). Based on these
examples in the literature, it is likely that in most cases feedback either functions as
reinforcers or punishers prior to the feedback procedure or becomes such as a result
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of stimulus-stimulus pairings during the feedback procedure. Feedback as a
conditioned reinforcer will be discussed in more detail in a later section.
Parameters of consequence delivery are an important component in both
operant conditioning and feedback procedures. Two parameters of consequence
delivery that have been studied with regard to feedback are (1) delay of
consequences for responding and (2) probability of consequence delivery.
Although operant research suggests that delay of consequences for responding can
sometimes have severe negative effects, the literature concerning feedback is
mixed; that is, delays in feedback delivery may or may not impact performance
(Mangiapanello & Hemmes, 2015). With regard to the effects of probability of
consequence, it appears that operant conditioning and feedback procedures are
similar in that learning is improved by using partial schedules of reinforcement
instead of continuous schedules (Mangiapanello & Hemmes, 2015). Partial
schedules of reinforcement may facilitate learning better because they promote
maintenance of the skills being learned (Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 2007). That is,
delivering feedback for every performance may not be as effective as delivering
feedback after a certain number of performances.
Finally, comparisons can also be drawn between operant conditioning and
feedback procedures in terms of the precision of the relation between target
responding and its consequences. Precision refers to the number and specificity of
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responses eligible for consequence delivery and number and specificity of the
consequences that are delivered; precision can be either descriptive or statistical
(Mangiapanello & Hemmes, 2015). Generally speaking, the research suggests that
more precise operant conditioning and feedback procedures result in better learning
(Mangiapanello & Hemmes, 2015). These findings support the assertion that
feedback is a similar procedure to operant conditioning.
Taken together, the research supports that feedback is likely to have a
reinforcing and/or punishing function on behavior. There is evidence that pairing
feedback with other reinforcers is more effective than feedback alone, which
suggests that feedback is likely to function as a conditioned reinforcer in many
cases (Alvero et al., 2001; Balcazar et al., 1985). Parameters of consequence
delivery in operant conditioning and feedback delivery have similar effects on
learning. That is, delay in delivery of reinforcement/punishment and feedback may
result in decreased learning, and partial schedules of reinforcement and feedback
result in better learning. Finally, more precise operant conditioning and feedback
procedures result in better learning. These parallels between the two paradigms
provide strong evidence that feedback functions as a reinforcer or punisher in many
cases, although more research is needed before strong conclusions can be made.
Feedback functioning as an instruction. Some authors have suggested
that feedback functions as an instruction (Catania, 2013; Hirst, DiGennaro Reed, &
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Reed, 2013). In the case of when a participant responds during a task, and the
experimenter provides feedback in the form of “correct” or “incorrect,” it may only
function as an instruction for a future response (Catania, 2013). That is, the
feedback “correct” is a stimulus indicating to the participant that they should
respond in a similar way next time. Although being “correct” or “incorrect” may
have some reinforcing or punishing properties based on the learner’s history, it is
an assumption that cannot be made in every instance.
Hirst et al. (2013) suggest that feedback functions in a similar way to
instructions on performance. The authors examined the effects of varying levels of
feedback accuracy on learning performance during a task. The task involved
matching Japanese characters with assigned nonsense names. Participants were
placed in one of four possible feedback accuracy groups: 25% accuracy, 50%
accuracy, 75% accuracy, and 100% accuracy. The level of feedback accuracy
pertained to the number of trials of inaccurate feedback to which participants were
exposed; for example, participants in the 50% accuracy group received correct
feedback on only 2 out of 4 trials. Additionally, participants within each group
eventually encountered 100% correct feedback after various periods of time while
going through the task. The results of the experiment indicated that inaccurate
feedback negatively influences performance, and that exposure to inaccurate
feedback for any length of time resulted in poorer learning outcomes compared to
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participants who are only exposed to correct feedback. Feedback may not function
as an effective instruction when it is unclear as to whether the feedback is accurate
or inaccurate. In the context of the Hirst et al. (2013) study, faulty feedback led to
faulty instructions as to how to respond to the stimulus in the future.
Feedback functioning as a guide. Feedback has also been described as
acting as a guide (Salmoni et al., 1984). Salmoni et al. (1984) refers to feedback as
knowledge of results (KR). The authors define KR as information provided after a
response that tells of the learner’s success in meeting an environmental goal. This
definition is very similar to many of the definitions of feedback that have been
suggested. The authors suggest that one function of KR or feedback is that it guides
learners to the appropriate response, which allows learning to take place through
other processes of learning (e.g., repetition). Additionally, the authors suggest that
KR or feedback is not the predominant factor in effective learning; its role as
“guidance” is to keep the learner “on target” instead of teaching. Based on this
premise, any procedure that moves away from an overreliance on KR or feedback
will result in better learning. However, more feedback has been shown to be
effective in many cases (e.g., Hirst et al., 2013; Palmer, Johnson, & Johnson,
2015), making the suggestion that feedback functions as a guide less plausible.
Feedback functioning as a discriminative stimulus. Feedback may also
function as a discriminative stimulus in that feedback signals the availability of a
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reinforcer for a certain response or performance (Mangiapanello & Hemmes,
2015). Depending on whether feedback is positive or negative, the feedback may
function as an SD or an S∆. A SD is a stimulus that signals the availability of a
reinforcer; an S∆ is a stimulus that signals the unavailability of a reinforcer (Cooper
et al., 2007). Positive feedback may function as an SD for similar performance in
the future, and negative feedback may function as an S∆ for similar performance in
the future. A study by Roscoe et al. (2006) provides evidence that feedback
functions, in part, as a discriminative stimulus. Participants were trained to conduct
two types of stimulus preference assessments, with each preference assessment
involving multiple steps. Thus, participants could do some steps correctly, while
doing others incorrectly. Participants were presented with one of two components
of feedback: contingent money and behavior-specific feedback. Contingent money
involved delivering a certain amount of money to participants relative to the
number of steps correctly completed in the preference assessment; participants
were not given any additional information about which steps were correctly
completed. Behavior-specific feedback involved providing a description of any
errors participants committed, along with information on how to correct them; no
other consequences (i.e., money) were delivered. Only behavior-specific feedback
resulted in near-perfect performance by participants, suggesting that the
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discriminative function of feedback was relatively more important in improving
performance on that task compared to any reinforcement function.
Feedback functioning as a rule. It has been suggested that feedback may
function as a rule (Haas & Hayes, 2006; Prue & Fairbank, 1981). Feedback often
provides instructions on necessary changes in behavior requirements, which
presumably leads to more contact with reinforcer contingencies or less contact with
punisher contingencies. In these situations, following feedback can be
conceptualized as a rule-governed behavior, with the feedback acting as the rule,
which changes behavior (Prue & Fairbank, 1981).
Since feedback is often a verbal stimulus (e.g., “No, don’t do it that way; try
to do it more like this.”), it has been argued that analysis of feedback must focus on
verbal relations instead of temporal associations. As an example, a supervisor may
say, “Do this” before demonstrating a behavior; the supervisor then may say, “Nice
work, that’s better” after observing the correct behavior. While a simple temporal
analysis may lead one to suspect the verbal events are fundamentally different (i.e.,
one is an antecedent and one is a consequence), it may be more helpful to consider
both verbal events as one “if… then” relation. Using this framework, several types
of relations are possible (Haas & Hayes, 2006). Three types of relations are those
between verbal antecedents and the verbal response-consequence relation (e.g., are
rules accurate?), between verbal consequences and the behavior as verbally
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described (e.g., task performance feedback), and between verbal consequences and
the description of the antecedent-response relation (e.g., rule-following feedback).
Haas and Hayes (2006) suggest that the verbal relations among these three
types of feedback may actually hinder performance in certain situations. They
conducted a study using an analogue task and presented different types of feedback
(i.e., rule dependent feedback and task performance feedback) to participants. Rule
dependent feedback involved giving feedback dependent on if participants were
correctly following the rule for that condition. Task performance feedback involved
giving feedback describing how participants were performing on the task. Both
types of feedback would be expected to increase task performance; however, the
results showed that combining these two types of feedback actually resulted in less
effective task performance. The authors suggest this paradoxical decrease in
performance was due to verbal relations between the types of feedback and the rule
given at the beginning of the session. An example of a real-life scenario in which
different types of feedback co-occur to decrease performance is in academic
settings where high-performers are ridiculed as “teacher’s pets.” In this case, the
high-performers are ridiculed for following the rules and receiving feedback about
their performance; this combination of feedback may reduce performance on future
academic tasks.
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Feedback functioning as a conditioned reinforcer. As mentioned above,
feedback may function as a conditioned reinforcer (Mangiapanello & Hemmes,
2015). Besides feedback becoming a conditioned reinforcer through pairing,
feedback may also become a conditioned reinforcer as a result of becoming part of
relational classes with other stimuli (Hayes et al., 1991). For example, feedback
(e.g., praise from a supervisor) may enter an equivalence class with other stimuli
that have reinforcing or punishing functions. An equivalence class occurs when two
different stimuli are paired or trained to evoke a similar response or acquire similar
consequential functions (Cooper et al., 2007). In the case of feedback, the feedback
is paired with natural consequences such as praise or monetary compensation. As a
result, the pre-existing consequential functions of the stimuli will then transfer to
the feedback stimuli.
Feedback functioning as a motivating operation. Finally, feedback may
function as a motivating operation (Mangiapanello & Hemmes, 2015). Although
both are antecedent to behavior in the three-term contingency, motivating
operations alter the value of a given consequence or alter the probability of the
behavior resulting in the same consequence instead of functioning discriminatively
(i.e., signaling availability of consequences; Laraway, Snycerski, Michael, &
Poling, 2003). No empirical evidence exists suggesting that feedback does or does
not function as a motivating operation. However, two studies have suggested
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conceptualizations of feedback as motivating operations based on empirical results
(D. A. Johnson, 2013; Slowiak et al., 2011). Slowiak et al. (2011) proposed that
self-generated goals might be created as a natural result of feedback procedures.
Based on the comparison between the feedback stimulus and the self-generated
goal, the reinforcing or punishing effectiveness of the feedback stimulus may be
affected. D. A. Johnson (2013) proposed that feedback implicitly carries a
motivating function because it signals that behavior is being observed; therefore,
both “good” and “bad” feedback may function to alter the probability of certain
behavior during tasks.
Component Analyses of Feedback
After examining feedback using a topographical (i.e., Alvero et al., 2001;
Balcazar et al., 1985) and functional (e.g., Mangiapanello & Hemmes, 2015)
framework, a next logical step is to determine which components of feedback are
minimally necessary to affect behavior in a meaningful way (Houmanfar, 2013).
By examining feedback using a component analysis, researchers may be able to
decide on how feedback functions to affect behavior. One of the more recent
studies to determine which aspects of feedback are most necessary was conducted
by D. A. Johnson (2013). He examined the effects of evaluative and objective
feedback on performance on an analogue computerized data entry task modeled
after the job of a check processor in a bank. Participants were assigned to one of
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four conditions: combined evaluative and objective feedback, evaluative feedback
alone, objective feedback alone, and no feedback. The results of the study showed
that the combination of evaluative and objective feedback resulted in the most
improvement in performance. However, both types of feedback (i.e., evaluative and
objective) provided alone still resulted in improved performance. No feedback
resulted in declining performance.
The findings from the D. A. Johnson (2013) study conflict with previous
research examining feedback (D. A. Johnson, Dickinson, & Huitema, 2008). D. A.
Johnson et al. (2008) found that objective feedback alone did not improve
performance. The authors suggested a possible reason for this difference might
have been the source of feedback (i.e., person versus computer delivery). The
authors suggest future research should examine whether the evaluative feedback
was actually perceived as good, bad, etc. by the participants using self-report.
Additionally, the authors suggest another interesting direction for future research
would be to examine the accuracy of evaluative feedback being delivered. In a
possible real-world case where supervisors give feedback despite not observing
enough performance to provide accurate feedback, supervisors may deliver
incorrect feedback. This could create a history of feedback being paired with
inaccurate statements that would lead to possible decreases in performance and
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negative verbal behavior regarding the feedback and/or supervisor delivering the
inaccurate feedback.
In an extension of D. A. Johnson (2013), D. A. Johnson, Rocheleau, and
Tilka (2015) examined whether inaccurate feedback may help or hinder
performance in organizations. D. A. Johnson et al. (2015) examined the effects of
(a) delivering contingent (i.e., definitely accurate) or noncontingent (i.e., not
necessarily accurate) feedback that was either (b) supportive or critical on
performance during the analogue check processing task used in previous research.
As a result, a 2 X 2 analysis of variance was conducted to determine the effects of
both independent variables on task performance. The results suggested that across
both types of evaluative statements (i.e., supportive and corrective), contingent
feedback was more effective at improving performance compared to noncontingent
feedback. These results suggest that accuracy of feedback is an important factor
when implementing feedback interventions. However, a limitation of the study was
that the noncontingent feedback might have been correct in certain instances. As a
result, conclusions about the effects of feedback accuracy may need to be tempered
based on the results of the D. A. Johnson et al. (2015) study. Additionally, the only
aspect of inaccuracy, which was examined by the researchers, was the accuracy of
evaluative comments. That is, objective feedback about task performance was
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always accurate. Different effects on task performance may be obtained when
objective feedback is manipulated in terms of accuracy.
Palmer et al. (2015) examined the effects of accuracy on objective feedback
in two separate experiments. The first experiment involved three participants in a
within-subjects design. The experimental task involved calculating latency data
from slips of paper into an Excel spreadsheet. One participant served as a control
participant (i.e., did not receive any feedback). The second participant experienced
accurate feedback for five sessions, followed by inaccurate feedback for five
sessions, followed by two sessions of doubled feedback (i.e., the participant’s
performance multiplied by 2). The third participant experienced inaccurate
feedback for five sessions, followed by accurate feedback for five sessions,
followed by doubled feedback. Yoking the feedback to the control participant
generated the inaccurate feedback. That is, the performance of the control
participant was the basis of the feedback delivered in the inaccurate feedback
conditions.
The results of the study showed no obvious differences either between or
within participants among the various feedback conditions. All three participants
gradually increased the number of latency calculations completed throughout the
various conditions. The experimenters suggest several reasons for the lack of
differentiation in the results. The latency calculation task had not been previously
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used, so it may have affected the performance in the study compared to other
feedback studies. Another reason was a possible reactivity effect due to the
experimenter being present in the room; although alternative activities were
available, the presence of the experimenter may have unnaturally inflated the
amount of time participants spent on the task. Finally, and most notably, it may
have been likely that the participants did not discriminate between accurate and
inaccurate feedback. Based on survey results completed by the participants, neither
of the two participants who were exposed to inaccurate feedback believed or
suspected they may have received inaccurate feedback during the study.
Experiment 2 improved and extended upon the methodology of Experiment
1 in several ways. Most notably, three major changes were (a) a group design was
used instead of a within-subject methodology, (b) the check processing task used in
previous research was used in lieu of the latency calculation task, and (c) the extent
to which feedback was inaccurately portrayed was increased in magnitude (i.e.,
one-third and triple of the correct performance). Additionally, the experimenter was
not present in the room during experimental sessions, and more molecular
examinations of within-session data were examined.
Sixty participants were randomly assigned to one of four feedback groups in
the study: accurate feedback, one-third inaccurate feedback, tripled inaccurate
feedback, and no feedback. A 4 X 5 mixed factorial design with repeated measures
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was used to determine if any differences were present among the various feedback
groups. A total of six sessions were required for each participant, with performance
in the first session used as a covariate in the data analysis. The primary dependent
variables in Experiment 2 were the number of correctly completed checks and the
total time off task. Additionally, surveys were administered after the second and
last sessions to gauge participants’ reaction to the experiment, task, and feedback.
The results of Experiment 2 showed that participants correctly completed
significantly more checks in the accurate and tripled feedback groups compared to
the one-third feedback and no feedback groups. Additionally, time off task, run
rates, and incorrectly completed checks were examined by the experimenters. Run
rates were calculated for each session by subtracting the total recorded no-activity
time from the total session time and dividing the number of correctly completed
checks by this number. With regard to time off task, the only significant difference
was that the accurate feedback group spent significantly less time off task
compared to the control group. With regard to run rates, visual analysis suggested
there were no differences among the four groups. With regard to the number of
incorrectly completed checks, visual analysis again suggested there were no
differences among the four groups. Within-session analysis of individual sessions
revealed that participants typically took a few longer breaks rather than many small
breaks, and engaged in bouts of responding. Finally, the survey results indicated
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that participants in both of the inaccurate feedback conditions (i.e., one third and
tripled feedback) were skeptical with regard to feedback accuracy.
Overall, the results of Palmer et al. (2015) indicate that feedback inaccuracy
in terms of objective feedback can have a large effect on performance in
organizational tasks. However, it appears that inaccurate feedback that
overestimates performance is not as detrimental as inaccurate feedback that
underestimates performance. This suggests that one strategy for supervisors
delivering possibly inaccurate feedback may be to err on the side of caution and
deliver feedback that overestimates performance. The experimenters also list
several avenues for future research based on the results of their study. They suggest
that reactivity may still have been occurring, and may be a natural outcome of
feedback (i.e., an implicit assumption that they are being observed). Additionally,
survey results indicated that participants may have engaged in self-setting of goals;
again, the experimenters suggest covert goal setting may be a natural outcome of
feedback interventions, especially ones that involve delivery of objective feedback.
An interesting suggestion for future research made by the experimenters is
whether knowing feedback may be inaccurate has an effect on performance. That
is, would participants perform differently on tasks if they knew the feedback they
will receive is inaccurate? For example, the gains in performance with the tripled
feedback group may be negated if those participants know they are likely to receive
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positive feedback regardless of whether they actually perform at a high level. An
additional question would be does participants’ verbal behavior regarding the task
or supervisor delivering the feedback change as a result of being told feedback may
be inaccurate? For example, if an employee were aware that feedback is inaccurate,
would they then discuss possible lapses in feedback accuracy when discussing the
task with another employee, or even when asked to train another employee? Verbal
behavior such as this may be conceptualized as gossip or rumor, and will be
discussed in the next section.
Verbal Behavior and Rules in Organizations
The subfield of OBM is unique from other subfields of Behavior Analysis
and the field in general due to its reliance on verbal- or language-based
interventions (Culig, Dickinson, McGee, & Austin, 2005). Besides feedback, many
other OBM interventions (e.g., praise, goal setting, training, task clarification) are
verbal-based. An additional feature, which is unique to OBM, is that the majority
of the participants or clients consist of verbal adults; Culig et al. (2005) found that
verbal adults served as participants in 100% of the studies published in JOBM from
1997 to 2001. Many issues which occur in organizational settings inherently have a
basis in verbal behavior (e.g., psychological flexibility and ACT, gossip and rumor;
Bond, Hayes, & Barnes-Holmes, 2006; Houmanfar & Johnson, 2003). As a result,
much of the OBM research can benefit from an increased focus on verbal behavior.
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One theory, which has been offered as an explanation of how language affects
behavior in organizations, is rule-governed behavior (Malott, 1992).
Rule-Governed Behavior According to Skinner. Rules can be defined as
“functioning-altering, contingency-specifying stimuli” (Agnew & Redmon, 1993)
or “a function-altering stimulus in that it alters the probability of some response at
another time in the presence of a different stimulus” (Vaughan, 1989). The first
mention of the concept of behavior under the control of descriptions of
contingencies and the possible effects rules have on behavior were described by
Skinner in the William James Lectures at Harvard University (1947) and Verbal
Behavior (1957). Skinner discusses an important point that made clear the
distinction between two types of operant behavior; behavior that is directly shaped
by contingencies (contingency-shaped behavior) and behavior that is altered by a
description of contingencies (rule-governed behavior).
Skinner continued to speak on the distinction between contingency-shaped
behavior and rule-governed behavior in Verbal Behavior (1957). Notably, Skinner
discussed that rule-governed behavior should only be discussed in terms of the
speaker delivering the rule; the listener should play a role in the analysis of the rule
statement only to understand the behavior of the speaker. Essentially, Skinner
asserted that rules and rule-governed behavior, as instances of verbal behavior, do
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not depend on the listener; this assertion has been challenged by others (e.g.,
Hayes, Zettle, & Rosenfarb, 1989).
In his later works, Skinner began to consider behavior, which is evoked
under the control of rules. That is, the behavior of the listener became an important
consideration when discussing rule-governed behavior. Along with this new
emphasis on the listener in an analysis of rule-governed behavior, Skinner (1963)
continued to stress the fundamental difference between behavior under the control
of contingencies and behavior under the control of descriptions of contingencies.
While Skinner admits that behavior under the control of instructions (i.e.,
descriptions of contingencies) is an interesting field of study, using instructions and
rules to circumvent actual exposure of the behavior to contingencies generates
different effects and alters the possible conclusions one can make on observations
of the respective types of behavior. Although Skinner asserts there is a fundamental
difference between the two types of behavior, he does state that rule-governed
behavior does have several practical advantages: 1) rules can be learned more
quickly than behavior shaped by the actual contingencies, 2) rules can make it
easier to take advantage of similarities between contingencies, and 3) rules are of
considerable value when contingencies are complex (Vaughan, 1989).
In sum, Skinner’s (1963) treatment of rule-governed behavior was
tremendously important for the field of behavior analysis. His analysis of rules in
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behavior analytic terms set the stage for the field to tackle topics that may have
once been considered exclusive to the domain of cognitive psychologists (e.g.,
problem solving). While other fields such as cognitive psychology may rely on
mental constructs to explain such supposed higher-order mental processes, Skinner
asserted behavior analysts had the tools to study the same mental processes without
relying on similar mental constructs.
Experimental Analyses of Rule-Governed Behavior. Early on in the
behavior analytic literature, most experimenters sought to remove the possibility of
rule-governance as a controlling variable of responding (e.g., Matthews, Shimoff,
Catania, & Sagvolden, 1977). The first experiment to investigate the effects of
instructions within a behavior analytic methodology was Ayllon and Azrin (1964).
They demonstrated that instructions could be used to quickly effect change in the
behavior of hospital patients if the instructions are supported by consequences.
Another early study on instructions was conducted by Kaufman, Baron, and Kopp
(1966). They found that instructions facilitated responding according to
contingencies, but that responding was insensitive to changes in contingencies. In a
similar study, Galizio (1979) found that insensitivity to schedule changes was more
likely to persist when no penalties were associated with incorrect responding. That
is, following inaccurate instructions persisted until it was punished; instruction
following only occurred when the consequences supported it.
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These experiments set the stage for other studies to examine the relationship
between instructions and insensitivity to contingencies. Matthews et al. (1977) and
Shimoff, Catania, and Matthews (1981) both found that insensitivity was more
likely to happen when participants were given instructions. However, shaping
participants’ responding increased sensitivity to different contingencies. Taken
together, the results of these two studies suggested that insensitivity is an important
feature of rules and instructions, and support Skinner’s assertion of contingencyshaped and rule-governed behavior being two distinct types of operant behavior.
Catania, Matthews, and Shimoff (1982) extended the work of the previous
studies by shaping verbal responses during the study. That is, shaping responses
that would then presumably function as rules. Participants were exposed to cycles
of multiple random-ratio (RR) 20 random-interval (RI) 10-s schedules (multiple
schedules involve two component schedules alternating, with exteroceptive stimuli
associated with each component) in which they had to press a button to respond
during the different schedules. A cycle consisted one RR component and one RI
component. Between cycles, participants were asked to complete sentences of the
form “The way to earn points with the left [or right] button is to …”; this resulted
in a verbal report of a description of performance. Instructing participants in what
guesses to make regarding completing the sentence (done by telling participants to
either “press fast” or “press slow”) resulted in inconsistent effects on button
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pressing; pressing rates corresponded with the verbal reports for some participants,
but did not with other participants. However, when participants’ guesses to the
sentences were shaped (done by differentially awarding points for successive
approximations to “press fast” or “press slow”), button pressing rates consistently
corresponded with verbal reports, even when this rule-governed behavior was
inconsistent with the schedule. That is, shaping up the verbal report of “press slow”
on a certain button resulted in slow rates of pressing, even though the RR schedule
associated with that button made faster rates of button pressing more advantageous
to participants. The shaping of performance descriptions of participants resulted in
pressing that was insensitive to the schedule contingencies actually in place.
Matthews, Catania, and Shimoff (1985) extended the previous study by
distinguishing between performance descriptions (e.g., “I should press fast to earn
more points”) and contingency descriptions (e.g., “The computer delivers points
after a random number of button presses”) and examining the effects of both types
of descriptions on button pressing rates. The results of the experiment suggested
that button-pressing rates were inconsistent with shaped contingency descriptions
and button-pressing rates were consistent with shaped performance descriptions.
The finding that button-pressing rates were consistent with shaped performance
descriptions agreed with the findings by Catania et al. (1982).
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These two studies prompted further experiments; these series of
experiments are described by Catania, Shimoff, and Matthews (1989). The
experiments were designed to explain the inconsistency in responding that had
resulted from contingency descriptions and creating responding in human
participants that would be sensitive to schedule contingencies. The first experiment
involved participants completing “performance hypotheses” at the beginning and
the end of each session. These performance hypotheses involved having
participants read descriptions of three schedules (i.e., RR, RI, DRL [differential
reinforcement of low rate]) and then asking them to write their “best guess about
the way to earn the most points.” These performance hypotheses, or contingency
descriptions, were then shaped by awarding each guess 0, 1, 2, or 3 points. If these
contingency descriptions did not result in differential button pressing rates, then
performance descriptions were shaped. However, if accurate RR and RI rate
differences accompanied correct contingency descriptions, reversed contingency
descriptions were shaped (i.e., incorrect schedule identification).
The results of the first experiment showed that two of the 10 participants
did not include differential rates in their hypotheses about RR and RI performances,
and differences in RR and RI rates did not accompany the shaping of accurate
identifications of the contingencies. The remaining eight participants generated
performance hypotheses, which specified that RR rates should be higher than RI
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rates. Along with the shaping of appropriate descriptions of these contingencies,
corresponding differences in RR and RI rates were observed. Reversed contingency
descriptions were shaped for four participants. This resulted in a reversal of button
pressing rates for three of the four participants; button-pressing rates remained the
same for the last participant. The results of the last four participants suggest that for
three of the participants who were exposed to reversed contingency descriptions,
their button pressing rates were controlled by verbal behaviors; one participant’s
button pressing behavior was controlled by schedule contingencies.
Experiment 2 examined if it was possible to create accurate schedule
performance by providing participants with accurate hypotheses about how to best
respond on RR and RI schedules. Participants were given pre-session levels on how
to describe RR and RI contingencies, along with specifying how to respond
appropriately for each schedule. There were eight participants; seven undergraduate
students and one participant with extensive formal experience with schedules and
verbal descriptions of contingencies. The results of the experiment showed that
establishing accurate performance hypotheses led to differences in pressing rates
appropriate to each schedule. These pressing rates were subsequently found to be
controlled by the participants’ contingency descriptions in four cases, controlled by
schedule contingencies and independent of contingency descriptions in two cases,
and controlled by both verbal descriptions and contingencies in one case. The
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participant with extensive formal experience responded appropriately in terms of
contingency descriptions and pressing rates.
Experiment 3 examined if purposeful teaching of inaccurate performance
hypotheses would result in inaccurate button pressing rates. That is, would teaching
a high-rate performance hypothesis in RI contingencies produce inappropriate highrate responding. For the six participants in Experiment 3, three participants did
exhibit inappropriate high-rate responding in the RI contingency; although the
schedule was accurately identified as an RI schedule, responding was similar to
what would be appropriate in a RR contingency. For the remaining three cases,
appropriate low RI rates did appear despite purposeful inaccurate training;
however, when schedule contingencies were reversed, button-pressing rates were
insensitive to the difference between RR and RI schedules.
The first three experiments mostly demonstrated that verbal behavior that
identifies contingencies only reliably controls appropriate responding when
accompanied by other verbal behavior (i.e., a performance hypothesis) that
accurately specifies how to perform. However, verbally controlled responding was
often found to not be sensitive to changes in schedule contingencies. Experiment 4
expanded on the results of the first three experiments by attempting to teach
participants how to discriminate between RR and RI schedules. Additionally, the
RR component was sometimes replaced by a tandem RI DRL schedule. In a
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tandem schedule, one schedule requirement must be fulfilled before the second
requirement comes into effect. In the case of Experiment 4, the participant must
have completed the RI contingency before the DRL contingency came into effect;
appropriate responding on this schedule should consistently reduce the rate of
responding.
Six participants completed the study. Unlike in the first three experiments,
no shaping or sampling of participants’ descriptions of contingencies occurred; this
was done to decrease the chance of any competing sources of control. Additionally,
a schedule discrimination lesson was introduced to help participants “test the
contingencies.” The lesson involved teaching participants to wait for a while
without pressing. If the next press resulted in a point delivery, the schedule was
likely a RI schedule; if the next press did not result in a point delivery, the schedule
was likely a RR schedule.
The six participants exhibited non-differentiated responding during both the
RR and RI contingencies. After the schedule discrimination lesson, performance on
the multiple RR RI schedule became sensitive to the schedule contingencies; rates
changed appropriately when contingencies were reversed between the two buttons
as well. However, for five participants, when the multiple RI tandem RI DRL
schedule was imposed, responding for both buttons became low and about equal.
For the last participant, when the multiple RI tandem RI DRL schedule was
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imposed, responding on the tandem RI DRL schedule component quickly
decreased, and responding on the RI schedule component increased to levels which
had been observed during the RR schedule component. Taken together, these
results suggest that providing instructions to participants, in addition to teaching
descriptions of the contingencies and descriptions of the performance appropriate to
these contingencies, produced sensitivity in responding to RR and RI schedules.
However, the rule-governed nature of the participants’ behavior became apparent
when a multiple RI tandem RI DRL schedule was imposed; responding was not
sensitive to the new contingency.
Experiment 5, the last experiment in the series discussed by Catania et al.
(1989), further examined instructed sensitivity to contingencies. In this experiment,
sensitivity to the difference between RR and RI components was again taught to
participants. To further test this instructed sensitivity, schedule components were
switched from a multiple RR 20 RI 5-s to a multiple RI 5-s RI 10-s schedule, and a
brief extinction period was sometimes introduced at the beginning of one
component of the schedule. For two participants, performance decreased to
schedule-appropriate levels when the schedule was switched to a multiple RI 5-s RI
10-s schedule. Although performance was seemingly contingency sensitive, the
addition of the extinction component provided evidence that performance was
indeed rule governed; two of the three participants exposed to the extinction
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component responded as if the button continued to be a RR schedule component.
For the third participant, performance was also rule governed, albeit under a
presumed different rule; this conclusion was made based on performance during the
multiple RI 5-s RI 10-s schedule which suggested the participant still responded as
if one component was a RI contingency and the other component was a RR
contingency.
The series of five experiments by Catania et al. (1989) lead to an interesting
series of conclusions regarding rule-governed behavior and contingency-shaped
responding in verbal humans. Experiments 1, 2, and 3 demonstrated that
identifying a contingency produced appropriate responding only when that
identification is accompanied by additional verbal behavior that describes
appropriate performance. Experiments 4 and 5 demonstrated that additionally
teaching participants how to identify between RR and RI contingencies produced
behavior that appeared to be contingency-shaped; however, manipulations to the
schedule components demonstrated that behavior was still in fact rule governed.
That is, the behavior was under the control of verbal antecedents, although the rules
were in fact supported by the contingencies in the environment.
As evidenced by many behaviors in the natural environment, rule-governed
behavior can quickly come under the control of the contingencies in place for that
behavior. As an example, driving is a behavior that is initially rule-governed (i.e.,
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often accompanied by overt, but unnecessary, verbal statements and initially
“clunky”), but then quickly becomes contingency-shaped. However, when this
switch occurs is very difficult and maybe impossible to determine. Additionally,
contingency-shaped behavior can also revert back to rule-governed behavior. Since
one purpose of rules and verbal behavior is to facilitate learning and responding
when contingencies are either unclear or too weak to control performance, it is
crucial that an examination of verbal behavior occur when observing the behavior
of verbally competent organisms such as humans. As previously discussed,
verbally competent humans encompass the vast majority of OBM research.
Unsurprisingly, the history of rules as they pertain specifically to organizational
behavior is an important area of study.
Rule-Governed Behavior in OBM. Agnew and Redmon (1993) discuss
the role that rules have in organizations. Especially as it pertains to feedback, rules
may be an underutilized behavioral concept that may help explain some of the more
complex effects that OBM interventions can have on behavior. Agnew and
Redmon (1993) also states that Schlinger and Blakely (1987) and Blakely and
Schlinger (1987) provide an effective definition of rules as functioning-altering,
contingency-specifying stimuli, and recommends that this definition be used in
OBM research and practice. This definition provided by Schlinger and Blakely
(1987) and Blakely and Schlinger (1987) allows the function of rules to differ from
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relatively simple discriminative stimuli. While discriminative stimuli evoke
behavior, not all rules necessarily have this effect. Rules can alter many types of
stimuli, such as discriminative stimuli, reinforcing and punishing functions of
consequent stimuli, and the stimuli involved in respondent conditioning. It is this
added layer of complexity that distinguishes rules from functioning as
discriminative stimuli.
Agnew and Redmon (1993) discuss an example of how rules may function
in feedback, which is a commonly used organizational intervention (Alvero et al.,
2001). According to the authors, feedback cannot function as a discriminative
stimulus or as a reinforcer/punisher due to a lack of consistent correlation with the
presentation of reinforcers and a lack of temporal contiguity with the behavior that
is the topic of the feedback, respectively. Due to feedback not acting as one of these
simple classifications, rules provide an alternate and perhaps superior classification
for understanding why behavior changes as a result of feedback. The authors
provide a specific example of a worker receiving feedback on past performance in a
graphed form without any additional accompanying stimuli. The worker may then
develop a rule that alters the function of stimuli associated with working harder
(e.g., evidence of work completed becomes a reinforcing stimulus); these new
stimuli, now having its function altered by a rule, maintains the behavior of
working harder. The authors also discuss how the source of the rule is an important
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consideration. A rule may be provided by management, co-workers, or by the
employee himself; improper or inaccurate rules may actually decrease performance,
and may explain why feedback is ineffective in certain cases (Alvero et al., 2001).
The source of rules as an important consideration in organizational performance
will be discussed in more detail later in the paper.
Agnew and Redmon (1993) also discuss the topic of indirect-acting
contingencies in organizations. Indirect-acting contingencies are contingencies
which are delayed, small, and improbable; these consequences are common in
organizations (Malott, 1989). By definition, indirect-acting contingencies are less
effective than direct-acting contingencies. Why then, are indirect-acting
contingencies effective in organizations? Malott (1989) suggests that rule control
plays a large role in making indirect-acting contingencies effective in
organizations. Malott (1989) states that a rule alters the value of a delayed
consequence by making it have a more immediate influence on behavior. In terms
of feedback, the feedback leads to a rule that alters the value of a delayed
consequence (e.g., getting in trouble for not completing enough items); the rule sets
up a circumstance that will affect behavior until the weaker, delayed consequence
exerts more control.
Malott (1992) discusses in more detail how rules and rule-governed
behavior can explain much of the behavior observed in organizations where
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consequences are delayed, small, and improbable. In those cases, those indirectacting contingencies act as rule-governed analogs to direct-acting contingencies.
The author then offers an explanation of an example as to how rules (i.e., analogs
to direct-acting contingencies that increase the power exerted by indirect-acting
contingencies) were used to describe an effective indirect-acting rule-governed
analog that came to exert control over behavior in a processing task (Wilk &
Redmon, 1990). A new rule was made that specified how the number of tasks
completed during that day would determine the type of feedback workers received
the next morning. This new rule more effectively controlled behavior than an old
rule that only specified that each processing task produced a small decrease in the
backlog of processing tasks. Malott (1992) goes on to state that the above example
demonstrates how most performance management interventions involve verbal
human beings who are subject to rule control, and that improvement in
performance is usually the result of supplementing ineffective natural contingencies
with rules that more effectively control behavior by describing indirect-acting
analogs to contingencies of reinforcement or punishment.
Few empirical examinations of the effects of rules exist in the OBM
literature. Some studies (R. A. Johnson, Houmanfar, & Smith, 2010; Smith,
Houmanfar, & Denny, 2012) have examined rules in the context of gossip and
rumor; these studies will be discussed in the next section. Squires and Wilder
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(2010) examined the effectiveness of rules and goal setting to decrease unsafe
disposal of sharp objects in an organization. The authors examined the
effectiveness of various types of rule statements: praise goal-rules and reprimand
goal-rules. An example of a praise goal-rule was “If you meet your goal today, then
you will help to ensure a safe workplace.” An example of a reprimand goal-rule
was “If you don’t meet your goal today, then administration will be upset.” Only
one type of rule was delivered during each session. Two types of consequencebased evaluation statements were delivered based on whether the goal that was
delivered the previous day was a praise goal-rule or a reprimand goal-rule. If a
praise goal-rule was delivered the previous day, praise was delivered for attaining
the goal; if the goal was not attained, no praise or statement was delivered. If a
reprimand goal-rule was delivered the previous day, a reprimand was delivered if
the goal was not attained; if the goal was attained, no statement or reprimand was
delivered.
The results of the study demonstrated that both types of goal-rule statements
were effective at increasing performance, with minimal differences observed
between the two types of goal-rule statements. Squires and Wilder (2010) go on to
discuss that both participants preferred the praise goal-rule statements according to
social validity survey responses. However, a limitation of the study is that it was
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not clear whether the goal component or the rule component had more of an effect
on improving performance.
Although the study is an interesting empirical examination of rules in an
organizational setting, there is still a dearth of studies examining the effects of rules
in organizations. There are multiple areas in the study of organizational behavior,
which could benefit from the inclusion of rules in analyses of behavior. One of
those areas of study is the existence of gossip and rumor in organizations.
Rules, Gossip, and Rumor in Organizations. Gossip and rumor have been
defined and studied as separate entities by researchers, and different fields (i.e.,
anthropology, sociology, social psychology, behavior analysis) have different
definitions. While gossip and rumor may seem to be similar phenomena, fine
distinctions exist between the two different definitions (Houmanfar & Johnson,
2003). Using behavior analytic definitions, gossip is verbal behavior in which the
referent stimulus between the speaker and listener is a third party (e.g., information
about another coworker), and rumor is verbal behavior in which the referent
stimulus between the speaker and listener is primarily information regarding an
upcoming or past event (e.g., information about an upcoming change in
management). While similar, these two definitions may have important
implications for how to study both types of verbal behavior, both in behavior
analysis and other fields.
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Houmanfar and Johnson (2003) discussed how the different fields have
examined gossip and rumor, and how behavior analysis in particular can offer a
methodology for examining gossip and rumor in organizational settings.
Anthropologists and sociologists examine gossip and rumor within the context of
group practices; as a result, analyses of gossip and rumor by these scientists have
focused on factors such as intimacy of group members, community norms, and
group cohesiveness. Social psychologists have focused more on gossip and rumor
at an individual level, and they have empirically examined the phenomena. Social
psychologists have assigned potential functions to gossip, and have examined the
process through which rumor is transmitted and recalled by individuals.
Houmanfar and Johnson (2003) go on to explain that because of the many
definitions, functions, and characteristics offered by the different fields that have
sought to explain gossip and rumor, a behavioral perspective may be warranted to
provide a clear explanation of gossip and rumor as they pertain to organizations.
They further define gossip and rumor as a set of interlocking contingencies of
reinforcement in which the behavior and behavioral products of each participant
function as environmental events with which the behavior of other individuals
interacts; this definition directly pertains to organizations, which naturally involve
interlocking contingencies of multiple individuals.
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Rumor and gossip, as they specifically pertain to organizations, are learned
interactions with institutionalized stimuli (e.g., rules), acquired under group
auspices, and shared among members of a given organization (Houmanfar &
Johnson, 2003). Rumor and gossip are particularly related to the concepts of rules
because rumor and gossip may lead to the creation of rules or self-rules when
environmental ambiguity is present in an organization. When management or
leadership does not provide clear rules for employees, gossip and rumor behavior
can lead to ineffective rules, which in turn may negatively affect the organization.
One area in which gossip and rumor can affect the generation of inaccurate
and ineffective rules and self-rules is the source of the information (e.g., a fellow
employee). Peláez and Moreno (1998) created a taxonomy of rules, which
classified rules according to four characteristics: (a) explicitness, (b) accuracy, (c)
complexity, and (d) source. In addition to creating a framework which can be used
to examine rules that may lead to gossip and rumor, the taxonomy of rules also
stresses the importance of studying both the function of rules in organizations, as
well as the topography or structure of the rule (e.g., form). Taken together,
Houmanfar and Johnson (2003) and Peláez and Moreno (1998) provide a good
conceptual basis for analyzing gossip and rumor in terms of the rules, which are
used to generate the actual gossip and rumor verbal behavior. The source of the rule
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may be of particular importance when examining organizational behavior, and has
been empirically studied in a couple of recent studies.
R. A. Johnson et al. (2010) examined the effects of the source of rules by
examining how the presentation of implicit (i.e., rumor from a direct manager) and
explicit (i.e., memo from the CEO) rules affected sales-related behaviors in a retail
clothing store. The sales-related behaviors measured in the experiment were
customer greetings, productivity, and off-task behavior. During baseline, customer
greetings and productivity were low and off-task behavior was high. During the
implicit/rumor condition, customer greetings and productivity remained low and
off-task behavior remained high. During the explicit/rule condition, customer
greetings and productivity increased substantially and off-task behavior decreased
by half.
Overall, the experimenters found that explicit rules resulted in better
maintenance of improved sales-related behaviors and was more preferred by
participants compared to the implicit/rumor condition. Additionally, the
experimenters collected questionnaire data on participants’ self-generation of rules
during each condition. The self-generated rules were more accurate in the explicit
rule condition (e.g., “this is the basic greeting rule within 5 seconds”) compared to
the self-generated rules in the implicit rumor condition (e.g., “it’s something
professionals do”). Taken together, the results of the R. A. Johnson et al. (2010)
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study suggest that explicit rules lead to better behavioral outcomes and more
effective self-generation of rules by participants. However, the ABC design used in
the study limits the strength of the conclusions, which can be drawn from the
experiment.
Smith et al. (2012) examined the self-generation of rules by participants
during an organizational analogue task. Specifically, the experimenters investigated
the relationship between exposure to inaccurate rules and the generation of rumor
behavior (i.e., self-generation of potentially inaccurate rules). Participants
completed an analogue work task involving being asked if a given letter had been
present in a previously shown portion of the experimental task. Participants were
told they would be awarded five points for every correct answer. Unbeknownst to
the participants, there were two conditions in which points could be awarded to
participants. In the accurate rule condition, five points were awarded for correct
answers. In the inaccurate rule condition, between 1 and 10 points were awarded
for correct answers. Following the completion of the experiment, participants were
asked whether they believed points were always delivered as specified (i.e., 5
points for every correct answer). If they answered “No,” participants were then
asked to describe what they believed was occurring. This resulted in 9 of the 16
participants reporting they engaged in self-generation of rules. The questionnaire
method evoked verbalization of two self-generated rules: a rule relating faster
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completion of the task to the delivery of more points, and a rule relating greater
(perceived) difficulty of the task to the delivery of more points. Additionally, the
occurrence of rumors was higher in the inaccurate rule conditions. With regard to
productivity, there were no differences between conditions in the dyads that
experienced alternating rules. However, clear differentiation in productivity was
observed between the nonalternating rule dyads; the dyads that were only exposed
to accurate rules performed significantly better than the dyads that were only
exposed to inaccurate rules.
A second experiment conducted by Smith et al. (2012) systematically
exposed participants to different inaccurate rule conditions in which they
experienced a magnitude of reinforcement which was consistently either greaterthan or lesser-than what was specified in the rule. This led to three different
conditions for the four dyads: accurate, inaccurate-low, and inaccurate-high. The
results of Experiment 2 suggested that there was no difference in the performance
during each condition. However, visual analysis of the rumor behavior graphs
revealed that the occurrence of rumors was highest following a change from
accurate to inaccurate low. That is, rumor was more likely to occur when the
magnitude of reinforcement was unexpectedly decreased.
Overall, the R. A. Johnson et al. (2010) and Smith et al. (2012) support the
assertions that 1) rumor behavior can lead to self-generated rules in participants, 2)
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rumor behavior can affect performance, and 3) the source of the rumor (i.e.,
supervisor versus colleague) can have an effect on self-generation of rules.
Although these studies provide a good foundation for behavior analytic research
studying the effects that rumor can have on self-generation of rules and task
performance, more work needs to be done to better understand the phenomena of
rules.
The Current Study
Two topics that have not yet been discussed in the literature are the effects
of inaccurate feedback on rumor behavior in organizations, as well as the creation
of self-generated rules and the strength rules may have on behavior considering
factors such as the source of feedback (supervisor versus colleague) and the actual
contingencies experienced by participants. Although Palmer et al. (2015) were the
first to examine whether objective feedback needs to be accurate and what effects
inaccurate feedback may have on performance, a critical feature that has not been
examined by researchers is the verbal behavior emitted by participants who were
exposed to each of the different feedback accuracy conditions. It is possible that
participants may speak differently about the same work task if they are exposed to
varying levels of feedback accuracy; if that does in fact occur, it may lead to
inaccurate self-generated rules by other participants when they are exposed to the
verbal behavior of other individuals who have been exposed to inaccurate feedback.
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If individuals who have been exposed to inaccurate feedback do in fact emit
differing forms of verbal behavior depending on the type of inaccurate feedback,
then an additional consideration to examine would be whether that verbal behavior
can affect other participants’ behavior when a) that verbal behavior conflicts with a
rule regarding feedback accuracy delivered by another participant (i.e., a rumor)
and b) that verbal behavior conflicts with the feedback accuracy contingencies the
participant is actually exposed to. The purpose of the proposed study was to
examine the verbal behavior exhibited by dyads of participants who are exposed to
three different levels of FB accuracy (i.e., one-third FB of the actual number of
entries completed, accurate FB, and tripled FB of the actual number of entries
completed). The proposed study also assessed the relative effects of two
independent variables on performance during an analogue work task: the type of
rumor statements regarding FB accuracy provided during training by confederates
posing as participants (i.e., being told during training that FB accuracy during the
task is incorrect) and the actual FB accuracy participants are exposed to during the
analogue work task (i.e., one-third, accurate, and tripled).
Regarding the first purpose of the proposed study, it was hypothesized that
the form of verbal behavior will differ according to the type of feedback accuracy
that participants in a dyad are exposed to. Similar to Smith et al. (2012), it is also
hypothesized that more rumor statements would occur in the inaccurate feedback
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conditions (i.e., one-third, tripled) compared to the accurate feedback condition.
Additionally, the verbal behavior of participants was expected to differ in terms of
positive and negative statements; specifically, more negative statements related to
feedback accuracy would occur in the one-third feedback condition, and more
positive statements related to feedback accuracy would occur in the tripled
feedback condition.
Regarding the second purpose of the purposed study, it was hypothesized
that exposure to different forms of verbal behavior regarding feedback accuracy
delivered by individuals perceived as colleagues (as opposed to verbal behavior
regarding feedback accuracy delivered by the experimenter) would affect
performance on an analogue work task simulating bank transfers. Specifically,
participants trained by an individual who emits verbal behavior similar to
participants who had been exposed to inaccurate tripled feedback would perform
better compared to participants trained by an individual who emits verbal behavior
similar to participants who had been exposed to one-third inaccurate feedback. An
additional independent variable was the type of feedback accuracy to which each
participant will be exposed (i.e., accurate, one-third, tripled). Similarly to Palmer et
al. (2015), it was expected that participants exposed to accurate and tripled
inaccurate feedback would perform better compared to participants exposed to onethird inaccurate feedback. Additionally, interaction effects were expected among
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the six groups created by the two independent variables (i.e., feedback accuracy to
which the trainer is exposed and feedback accuracy to which the participant is
exposed). Specifically, self-generated rules by participants regarding the verbal
behavior of the individual training them would cause performance to differ
depending on whether that rule agreed or disagreed with the actual feedback
accuracy contingencies to which participants were exposed.
Method
General Method
Participants and setting. There were 108 total participants in both
experiments (18 to 60 years old). Sessions were conducted in a small university
room. Each workstation consisted of a laptop or desktop computer. The participants
were either in the room by themselves or with other people (depending on the
condition) while completing experimental sessions. Training sessions (with actual
participants or confederates) took place in another small room. The experimenter
was outside the session room available for help, but did not enter during
experimental sessions or training sessions to decrease reactivity.
Experimental Task. The analogue work task simulated the task of an
online bank money transfer. When the experimenter launched the work task
software, the participants encountered a computer screen (displayed in Figure 1).
The top portion of the screen displayed the name of a company and the monetary
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amount required for transfer (e.g., Hyundai Mobis / $854607). To correctly
complete the entry and transfer the money, the participants had to use an
accompanying handout they received at the beginning of each experimental
session. The handout consisted of four tables (see Figure 2). A different copy of the
tables with the company names, bank names, account numbers, and security codes
presented in a different order were given for each of the four experimental sessions.
This was done because the simulated online bank money transfer program
displayed the same entries in order every session. Table 1 contained a list of
company names, and each company name was assigned a number. For example,
number “12” was assigned to “Hyundai Mobis”. Table 2 contained a list of
numbers, to each of which a specific bank name was assigned. For example,
“KooKmin” was assigned to the number “12”. Table 3 contained a list of account
numbers, which were assigned a specific number. For example, account number
“6112-325-665478” was assigned the number “12”. Using the information in the
top three tables, participants had to type in the appropriate bank name, account
number, and money amount in the appropriate blank boxes provided by the
program. On the bottom portion of the screen, two partially completed security
codes were provided. Participants had to complete the two security codes by typing
in the missing letter(s) or number(s) in the appropriate blank spaces. The correct
security codes were provided in Table 4, and participants had to identify the correct
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security code by matching the existing numbers or letters to the unique security
code which has those letters or numbers in the same spots. For example, “7”, “4”,
“G”, and “W” are given on the screen shown in Figure 1. Therefore, the
participants would have to type in “B”, “5”, and “E” using Table 4. After
completing these steps, the participants had to click the “Transfer” button. When
this was completed, the program recorded it as one completed work task and started
a new money transfer task.
Dependent Variables. The number of correctly completed entries was the
primary variable related to participant performance during experimental task
sessions. The computer program automatically tracked the number of correctly
completed entries. Additionally, verbal behavior data were covertly recorded
during certain sessions with Experiment 1 participants and a subgroup of
Experiment 2 participants. Specifically, participants’ verbal behavior was coded
according to rumor behaviors in a similar manner to Smith, Houmanfar, and Denny
(2012). Task rumor behavior was defined as vocal problem-solving behavior
related to the contingencies or purpose of the experimental task (e.g., “I wonder if
the computer program actually counts the number of entries I’m completing”).
Feedback rumor behavior was defined as vocal statements related to the accuracy
of the feedback being delivered (e.g., “I don’t think the experimenter is giving me
correct feedback” or “The experimenter is telling me I’m doing many more entries
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than I’m actually doing”). Negative statements were defined as statements about
the experimental task or experimenter that would decrease another person’s
subjective rating of the task (e.g., “I don’t think this computer program is working
correctly” or “This is a waste of time”). Other statements were defined as any
verbal behavior that does not fit into any of the other categories (e.g., “I have to
remember to walk the dog today”).
The feedback rumor statements were then further coded into more specific
categories. Underreported-feedback statements were defined as overt subjective
rating statements about the experimental task or experimenter because feedback is
incorrect due to being less than what was actually done; these statements were then
coded as positive (e.g., “I’m okay with the feedback being incorrect”) or negative
(e.g., “They are telling me I’ve done less than I think I’ve done; I’m working hard
and they’re not counting right!”). Overreported-feedback statements were defined
as overt subjective rating statements about the experimental task or experimenter
because feedback is incorrect due to being more than what was actually done; these
statements were coded as positive (e.g., “They are telling me I’ve done more than I
think I’ve done; that makes my job easier!”) or negative (e.g., “They are telling me
I’ve done more than I think I’ve done, and they should really fix that”). Neutral
statements were defined as overt subjective rating statements about the
experimental task or experimenter that would neither increase nor decrease another
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person’s subjective rating of the task (e.g., “This task is okay” or “The feedback I
got seems correct”).
In addition to the primary dependent measures, the experimenters recorded
data regarding participants’ responses when receiving feedback (i.e., verbal
statements when the experimenter gave feedback). These were defined as any vocal
emission by a participant contingent on feedback delivery by the experimenter. A
survey (Figure 3) was also be given to participants following the completion of the
experimental task sessions (i.e., after exposure to all three FB accuracy conditions
in Experiment 1 and after session 4 of Experiment 2). The survey asked questions
related to the task itself and the nature of the feedback that was given (e.g., “do you
believe the feedback you received was correct?”).
Rationale of progression from Experiment 1 to Experiment 2. As stated
before, the purpose of the study was two-fold: 1) to examine the effects of varying
levels of feedback accuracy (i.e., one-third feedback, accurate feedback, tripled
feedback) and 2) to examine if exposure to varying levels of feedback accuracy led
to the emission of different verbal behavior when explaining and discussing the
task to a new participant in the study. Figure 3 is a flowchart that describes the
general progression and rationale of each experiment. The purpose of Experiment 1
was to expose six participants to each one of the varying levels of feedback
accuracy and obtain verbal behavior during the actual completion of the
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experimental task and during training of a confederate posing as another
participant. Following the coding of Experiment 1 participants’ verbal behavior,
confederates were trained to emit similar verbal behavior to Experiment 1
participants while training Experiment 2 participants. This was done to simulate the
possible real-world situation in which employees exposed to varying levels of
feedback accuracy may speak negatively about the job or task that a new employee
is being asked to do. Thus, Experiment 2 involved the manipulation of two
independent variables: 1) level of feedback accuracy participant is exposed to and
2) level of feedback accuracy which the participants’ trainer was exposed to. After
completing the experimental sessions, Experiment 2 participants were asked to
complete a social validity survey regarding their opinions and rules during the
experiment. Additionally, a subset of Experiment 2 participants were then asked to
train a confederate posing as a new participant in the study. The purpose of this was
to further examine if varying levels of feedback accuracy lead to the emission of
different verbal behavior when explaining and discussing the task to a new
participant.
Experiment 1
Participants. The participants in Experiment 1 were six college-aged
female students (aged 21-29), split into three dyads. Only females were included
based on previous research which determined that males did not exhibit enough
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verbal behavior to analyze (Smith, Houmanfar, & Denny, 2012). Participants were
told they would be paid $10 dollars at the end of the study for their participation,
with the opportunity to each earn an additional $5 for meeting the joint goal for
each condition. Data were collected regarding their relationship with the partner in
their dyad. Specifically, participants were asked if they have ever seen their partner
before the experiment, if they have ever talked with their partner before the
experiment, and if they have had multiple conversations with their partner in the
past. None of the partners in each dyad had seen her partner before the beginning of
Experiment 1.
Independent Variable. The independent variable in Experiment 1 was the
accuracy of feedback being delivered to participants. Feedback delivered to
participants on the experimental task (i.e., simulated bank transfer task) was either
accurate (i.e., correctly describe performance on the previous session), one-third of
the accurate feedback, or three times the accurate performance. An example of
correct feedback would be if the participant correctly completed 10 entries, the
experimenter told the participant she completed 10 entries. An example of incorrect
feedback which was one-third of the correct performance would be if the
participant correctly completed 10 entries, the experimenter told the participant she
completed 3 entries. An example of incorrect feedback that is three times the
correct performance was if the participant correctly completed 10 entries, the
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experimenter told the participant she completed 30 entries. Participants were not
told by the experimenter about any possible feedback inaccuracy.
Procedure. Prior to the first session, informed consent was obtained from
all Experiment 1 participants. After obtaining informed consent, the experimenter
discussed compensation for participating in the study (i.e., monetary
compensation). The purpose of the simulated bank transfer task was then explained.
Participants were told to try and complete as many entries as possible, as accurately
as possible, to simulate the actual conditions under which a bank employee would
enter information for a job. The experimenter then demonstrated how to complete
the simulated bank transfer task as well as how to engage in alternative activities if
they chose to do so using a behavioral skills training (BST) model (see Appendix A
for BST script used in Experiment 1). The BST model includes four components:
1) instruction, 2) modeling, 3) rehearsal, and 4) feedback. The instruction
component involved the experimenter describing the task and alternative activities
to the participant. The modeling component involved the experimenter completing
the task and engaging in the alternative activities while the participant watched.
The rehearsal component involved the participant practicing the task and engaging
in the various alternative activities in front of the experimenter. The feedback
component involved the experimenter giving feedback to the participant if they had
any questions about the experimental task or alternative activities, or if they
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incorrectly completed any parts of the task. Participants were also reminded to not
use their cell phones during the experiment, but could engage in alternative
activities on the computer (e.g., solitaire).
Each dyad was exposed to each one of the feedback accuracy conditions.
The order in which dyads were exposed to each feedback accuracy condition was
counter balanced. Each participant completed three sessions in each feedback
accuracy condition. The first two sessions consisted of the participants working on
the task by themselves in a room. The third session consisted of the participants
working together in the same room.
Before the first session, the experimenter explained that the purpose of the
study was to see how working in separate rooms and working in the same room
affects the number of correctly completed entries when teams are working together
toward a joint goal. Participants were told that they must correctly complete a
minimum number of entries as a pair to receive the full payment for their
participation. The goal was that the participants must jointly complete 48 correct
entries over the three sessions in that condition, which is an average of 8 entries per
session (i.e., an average of 8 entries per session by each participant). This was
determined by averaging performance during a previous experiment which also
used the simulated banking transfer task. The participants were told that they would
work alone for two sessions, and then work in the same room as their partner for
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the third and final session. Participants then had the opportunity to ask the
experimenter questions. After any questions were answered, the experimenter
started the computer program, and told the participant to begin. After 10 min, the
program automatically stopped, and the experimenter told the participant that the
session was complete.
Prior to the beginning of the second session, the experimenter delivered
feedback as prescribed by the assigned condition (i.e., one third of the correct
performance, the correct performance, three times the correct performance). For
example, if a participant in the one-third feedback group correctly completed eight
entries, she received feedback stating she only correctly completed three entries.
The participants were informed of their performance from the previous session in
vocal and written form. The feedback consisted of the experimenter stating a
number for the participant and telling the participant that was her performance from
the previous session, as well as comparing it to average necessary performance to
achieve the joint dyad goal (i.e., 8 entries per session). For example, the
experimenter said, “In the previous session, you correctly completed 10 entries.
That is 2 entries more than the typical performance needed for each one of you to
complete in order to reach your goal of 48 correctly completed entries”. The
participant was then asked to write the number that the experimenter said was her
performance from the previous session, as well as sign the sheet indicating they
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received the feedback. The participant did not have access to the feedback sheet
after they were done reading it. After taking away the feedback sheet, the
participant re-entered the room, and the experimenter then started and ran the
second session the same as previously described for the first session.
For the third session, the experimenter brought both participants into the
same room. Prior to beginning the third experimental session, the experimenter
stated the following, “Just as a reminder, the goal of the study is to determine how
working in separate rooms and working in the same room affects the number of
correctly completed entries when teams are working together toward a common
goal.” The experimenter then restated the feedback that each participant received in
each of the first two sessions (e.g., “Just as a reminder, you correctly completed 3
entries in session 1, and 3 entries in session 2. The typical number of entries which
should be completed during each session is 8.”). After the experimenter restated the
feedback for each participant, he then reminded the participants of the goal (e.g.,
“Remember, in order to receive the maximum payout, as a team you two together
must correctly complete 48 entries by the end of the third session.”). The
participants were then given a 5-min period to discuss the experimental task, how
each participant had performed (i.e., the feedback each participant received), and
any potential strategies that may aid them in reaching their goal. The experimenter
also encouraged the participants to talk to each other during the session if they
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believed that would help them perform better and receive more favorable feedback.
The experimenter then started the experimental task for each participant, and told
them to begin. After 10 min, the session ended. The experimenter then stated the
feedback for the final session for each participant, along with whether they met the
joint goal to receive the maximum payout. The experimenter then gave them five
min to (a) discuss what strategies they used to successfully meet the goal and how
to continue them or (b) discuss what strategies they could have used or done better
to meet the goal next time. Verbal behavior from these discussion periods, along
with any verbal behavior during the last experimental session, were coded
according to the different categories discussed in the dependent variable section.
After the second 5-min discussion period, each participant was then asked
to train another new participant. The Experiment 1 participants trained the new
participants according to the feedback accuracy condition they just experienced.
Unbeknownst to the Experiment 1 participants, the new participant they were
training was a confederate. The purpose of training confederates was to obtain
additional verbal behavior that could be used to create the training script for
participants in Experiment 2.
Once each Experiment 1 participant had trained a new confederate, each
dyad was then exposed to a different feedback accuracy condition. The sessions in
the new conditions were conducted in the same manner, except for the type of the
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feedback accuracy they received. Participants were prompted whenever a new
feedback accuracy condition was implemented (e.g., “This is the beginning of
another set of sessions. Your performance and goal for these sessions are different
than any previous session performances. Please only discuss the current sessions
with your partner.”)
Experiment 2
Participants. Participants in Experiment 2 consisted of 102 participants.
Their mean age was 24.08 (SD = 8.07). There were 64 male participants and 38
female participants. These participants were compensated by giving them $10 or
four research participation credits (if they were enrolled in a psychology course
requiring credits).
Independent Variable. The independent variables in Experiment 2 were
the verbal behavior emitted by the confederate trainer according to the type of
feedback accuracy to which he or she had supposedly been exposed and the
accuracy of feedback being delivered to participants (3 X 2 factorial design). The
first independent variable was the verbal behavior emitted by the confederate
trainer according to the type of feedback accuracy to which he or she had
supposedly been exposed (i.e., one-third of the correct performance, or three times
the correct performance). The second independent variable was the accuracy of
feedback that was delivered to participants. Feedback delivered to participants on
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the experimental task (i.e., simulated bank transfer task) was either correct (i.e.,
correctly describe performance on the previous session), one-third of the correct
performance, or three times the correct performance. This created six subgroups of
Experiment 2 participants (see Table 1): 1) incorrect 1/3 feedback with a trainer
exposed to incorrect 1/3 feedback, 2) incorrect 1/3 feedback with a trainer exposed
to incorrect tripled feedback, 3) correct feedback with a trainer exposed to incorrect
1/3 feedback, 4) correct feedback with a trainer exposed to incorrect tripled
feedback, 5) incorrect tripled feedback with a trainer exposed to incorrect 1/3
feedback, and 6) incorrect tripled feedback with a trainer exposed to incorrect
tripled feedback.
Procedure. Prior to the first session, informed consent was obtained from
all Experiment 2 participants. After obtaining informed consent, the experimenter
then discussed compensation for participating in the study (i.e., $10 or course
credit).
Immediately following the discussion of informed consent and course
credit, the experimenter told the Experiment 2 participants that they would be
trained by a person who has previously completed the experiment. The
experimenter then called in a confederate who delivered training for the
experimental task according to the group the Experiment 2 participant was assigned
to. That is, the confederate trainer trained the Experiment 2 participant using
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similar verbal behavior exhibited by the Experiment 1 participants after exposure to
the respective feedback accuracy condition (see Appendices B and C for both types
of BST scripts used in Experiment 2).
The confederate trainer then described the purpose of the simulated banking
transfer task. Participants were told to try and complete as many checks as they
wanted to, as accurately as possible. The confederate trainer then demonstrated
how to use the simulated banking transfer task as well as how to engage in
alternative activities if they chose to do so using a behavioral skills training (BST)
model. Participants were reminded to not use their cell phones during the
experiment. The BST process occurred in a manner similar to Experiment 1 with
the exception that the person doing the training was a confederate acting as a
previous participant instead of the experimenter.
Participants were told to not talk to other participants and to focus only on
their own workstation. This was done to prevent discussion about the number of
entries being completed. Participants then had the opportunity to ask questions of
the confederate trainer. After any questions were answered, the confederate left the
room. The experimenter then entered the room, set up the task, and told the
participant to begin. After 10 min, the program automatically stopped, and the
experimenter told participant that session was complete. The experimenter then
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removed the participant from the room to deliver the feedback. Each session with
an Experiment 2 participant took about 1 hr 5 min.
Prior to the beginning of the next session, the experimenter delivered
feedback as prescribed by the assigned group (i.e., one-third of the correct
performance, the correct performance, three times the correct performance). For
example, if a participant in the one-third feedback group correctly completed eight
entries, they received feedback stating they correctly completed three entries. The
participants were then informed of their performance from the previous session in
vocal and written form. The feedback consisted of the experimenter stating a
number for the participant and telling the participant that was their performance
from the previous session. The participant was then asked to sign the sheet
indicating they received the feedback. After taking the feedback sheet, the
participant re-entered the room, and the experimenter started and conducted the
session the same as previously described. All sessions were conducted the same
way, with participants continuing to be exposed to the type of feedback accuracy
prescribed by their group assignment. After session 4, the participants were asked
to complete a short survey and were done with the experimental task sessions.
Two participants from each subgroup (12 total participants) were randomly
chosen to train another participant for the experiment, just as they were trained. The
new participant that was trained was a confederate. The verbal behavior of the 12
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Experiment 2 participants was discreetly recorded and analyzed in the same way as
Experiment 1 participants’ verbal behavior.
Data Analyses
Visual analysis was used to analyze the performance of all Experiment 1
participants. A 2 (verbal behavior used by the feedback trainer depending on the
condition to which they were supposedly exposed) X 3 (type of feedback received)
ANOVA design was used to examine differences among the six comparison
groups. Post-hoc analyses were used to look for specific differences among the six
comparison groups. Specifically, differences in the marginal means of the types of
feedback accuracy to which the participants were exposed and differences in the
marginal means of the types of verbal behavior emitted by the trainer were
compared. A post hoc comparison among the group means was conducted using
Bonferonni’s test.
Treatment Integrity and Interobserver Agreement
Data on treatment integrity of the behavioral skills training for both
Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 participants were collected for 33% of training
sessions. Additionally, a separate observer collected IOA on treatment integrity
data for 30% of training sessions for both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2
participants. Data on treatment integrity of the computer program were collected
for 25% of sessions in both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 by having an observer
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watch recorded sessions of participants completing the experimental task, and
recording how many entries were correctly completed to ensure that number
matched with the number given by the computer. Treatment integrity of the BST in
Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 was 100%, and IOA for treatment integrity was
100%. Treatment integrity of the computer program was also 100%.
Data on IOA for each participant’s verbal behavior during the final experimental
session in each condition and the BST training sessions in Experiment 1 were
collected for 33% of sessions by an independent observer. Two independent
observers coded the verbal behavior during BST training sessions for the number of
task rumor statements, feedback rumor statements, negative statements, and other
statements, as well as coded the feedback rumor statements into the additional
categories of positive/negative underreported-feedback statements,
positive/negative overreported-feedback statements, and neutral statements. IOA
data were 91.1% across all types of verbal behavior and participants. IOA data
were also collected for the 12 Experiment 2 participants who conducted BST
sessions of confederate participants. Data on IOA were collected for 33% of
sessions, and was 90.2% across all types of verbal behavior and participants.
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Results
Within-dyad Analysis of Verbal Behavior Data for Experiment 1
Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different
categories of verbal behavior across FB accuracy conditions for Dyad 1 during the
experimental task are shown in Figure 5. In the 1/3 FB condition, the dyad
exhibited high percentages of task rumor and other statements (33% and 37%,
respectively), and lower percentages of feedback rumor and negative statements
(13% and 18%, respectively). In the X3 FB condition, the dyad exhibited high
percentages of other statements (51%), and similar, lower percentages of task
rumor, feedback rumor, and negative statements (16%, 11%, and 21%,
respectively). In the accurate FB condition, the dyad exhibited a high percentage of
task rumor statements (60%), lower percentages of feedback rumor and other
statements (16% and 21%, respectively), and very low percentages of negative
statements (3%).
Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different FB
accuracy conditions across the categories of verbal behavior for Dyad 1 during the
experimental task are shown in Figure 6. With regard to task rumor, the dyad
exhibited the highest percentage of statements in the accurate FB condition (55%),
followed by the 1/3 FB condition (35%) and the X3 FB condition (10%). With
regard to feedback rumor, the dyad exhibited similar percentages of statements in
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all the 1/3 and accurate FB conditions (38% and 43%, respectively), with slightly
lower percentages in the X3 FB condition (19%). With regard to negative
statements, the dyad exhibited the highest percentage of statements in 1/3 FB
condition (56%), followed by the X3 FB condition (36%), and then the accurate FB
condition (8%). With regard to other statements, the dyad exhibited the highest
percentage of statements in the 1/3 FB condition (45%), with decreasing levels in
the X3 and accurate FB conditions (34% and 22%, respectively).
Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different
categories of feedback rumor statements across FB accuracy conditions for Dyad 1
during the experimental task are shown in Figure 7. In the 1/3 FB condition, the
dyad only exhibited underreported negative (64%) and neutral (36%) feedback
rumor statements. In the X3 FB condition, the dyad exhibited overreported positive
(14%), overreported negative (29%), underreported negative (14%), and neutral
(43%) feedback rumor statements. In the accurate FB condition, the dyad exhibited
underreported positive (13%), underreported negative (13%), and neutral (74%)
feedback rumor statements.
Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different FB
accuracy conditions across the categories of feedback rumor statements for Dyad 1
during the experimental task are shown in Figure 8. With regard to overreported
positive feedback rumor statements, the dyad only exhibited statements in the X3
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FB condition (100%). With regard to overreported negative feedback rumor
statements, the dyad also only exhibited statements in the X3 FB condition (100%).
With regard to underreported positive feedback rumor statements, the dyad only
exhibited statements in the accurate FB condition (100%). With regard to
underreported negative feedback rumor statements, the dyad exhibited the highest
percentage of statements in the 1/3 FB condition (75%), with smaller percentages
in the X3 and accurate FB conditions (8% and 17%, respectively). With regard to
neutral feedback rumor statements, the dyad exhibited the highest percentage of
statements in the accurate FB condition (60%), with smaller percentages in the 1/3
FB condition and X3 FB condition (25% and 15%, respectively).
Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different
categories of verbal behavior across FB accuracy conditions for Dyad 2 during the
experimental task are shown in Figure 9. In the X3 FB condition, the dyad
exhibited similar percentages of task rumor and feedback rumor statements (46%
and 41%, respectively), and lower percentages of negative and other statements
(2% and 10%, respectively). In the accurate FB condition, the dyad exhibited a
high percentage of rumor statements (90%), and low or zero percentages of
feedback rumor, negative statements, and other statements (0%, 0%, and 10%,
respectively). In the 1/3 FB condition, the dyad exhibited the highest percentage of
task rumor statements (48%), followed by other statements (27%), with similar
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lower percentages of feedback rumor and negative statements (14% and 11%,
respectively).
Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different FB
accuracy conditions across the categories of verbal behavior for Dyad 2 during the
experimental task are shown in Figure 10. With regard to task rumor, the dyad
exhibited relatively similar percentages of statements in the X3, accurate, and 1/3
FB conditions (30%, 28%, and 42%). With regard to feedback rumor, the dyad
exhibited the highest percentages of statements in the X3 FB condition (68%),
followed by the 1/3 FB condition (32%), with no statements in the accurate FB
condition (0%). With regard to negative statements, the dyad exhibited the highest
percentages of statements in the 1/3 FB condition (86%), followed by the X3 FB
condition (14%), with no statements in the accurate FB condition (0%). With
regard to other statements, the dyad exhibited the highest percentage of statements
in the 1/3 FB condition (71%), with similar, smaller percentages in the X3 and
accurate FB conditions (19% and 10%, respectively).
Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different
categories of feedback rumor statements across FB accuracy conditions for Dyad 2
during the experimental task are shown in Figure 11. In the X3 FB condition, the
dyad exhibited similar moderate percentages of underreported negative and neutral
feedback rumor statements (41% and 41%, respectively), a lower percentage of
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overreported negative (18%), and zero overreported positive or underreported
positive feedback rumor statements. In the accurate FB condition, the dyad
exhibited zero feedback rumor statements. In the 1/3 FB condition, the dyad
exhibited the highest percentage of neutral feedback rumor statements (83%), a
lower percentage of underreported negative feedback rumor statements (17%), and
zero overreported positive, overreported negative, and underreported positive
feedback rumor statements.
Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different FB
accuracy conditions across the categories of feedback rumor statements for Dyad 2
during the experimental task are shown in Figure 12. With regard to overreported
positive feedback rumor statements, the dyad did not exhibit statements in any FB
condition. With regard to overreported negative feedback rumor statements, the
dyad only exhibited statements in the X3 FB condition (100%). With regard to
underreported positive feedback rumor statements, the dyad did not exhibit
statements in any FB condition. With regard to underreported negative statements,
the dyad exhibited the highest percentage of statements in the X3 FB condition
(87%), a low percentage in the 1/3 FB condition (13%), and no statements in the
accurate FB condition. With regard to neutral feedback rumor statements, the dyad
exhibited similar, high percentages of statements in the X3 and 1/3 FB conditions
(58% and 42%, respectively), and no statements in the accurate FB condition.
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Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different
categories of verbal behavior across FB accuracy conditions for Dyad 3 during the
experimental task are shown in Figure 13. In the accurate FB accuracy condition,
the dyad exhibited a high percentage of negative statements (70%), followed by a
moderate percentage of task rumor statements (30%), and no feedback rumor or
other statements. In the 1/3 accuracy condition, the dyad exhibited a high
percentage of other statements (55%), and similar, low percentages of task rumor,
feedback rumor, and negative statements (18%, 6%, and 21%, respectively). In the
X3 FB accuracy condition, the dyad exhibited a high percentage of other statements
(56%), followed by task rumor statements (27%), with similar, lower percentages
of feedback rumor and negative statements (10% and 7%, respectively).
Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different FB
accuracy conditions across the categories of verbal behavior for Dyad 3 during the
experimental task are shown in Figure 14. With regard to task rumor, the dyad
exhibited relatively similar percentages of statements in the 1/3 and X3 FB
conditions (50% and 39%, respectively), with a low percentage in the accurate FB
condition (11%). With regard to feedback rumor, the dyad exhibited similar, high
percentages of statements in the 1/3 and X3 FB conditions (56% and 44%,
respectively), with no statements in the accurate FB condition (0%). With regard to
negative statements, the dyad exhibited the highest percentages of statements in the
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1/3 FB condition (63%), followed by the X3 FB condition (26%) and the accurate
FB condition (11%). With regard to other statements, the dyad exhibited the
highest percentage of statements in the 1/3 FB condition (66%), a smaller
percentage in the X3 FB condition (34%), and no statements in the accurate FB
condition.
Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different
categories of feedback rumor statements across FB accuracy conditions for Dyad 3
during the experimental task are shown in Figure 15. In the accurate FB condition,
the dyad did not exhibit any feedback rumor statements. In the 1/3 FB condition,
the dyad exhibited a high percentage of underreported negative feedback rumor
statements (80%), a low percentage of neutral feedback rumor statements (20%),
and no overreported positive, overreported negative, or underreported positive
feedback statements. In the X3 FB condition, the dyad exhibited identical
percentages of overreported negative and neutral feedback rumor statements (50%),
and no overreported positive, underreported positive or underreported negative
feedback rumor statements.
Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different FB
accuracy conditions across the categories of feedback rumor statements for Dyad 3
during the experimental task are shown in Figure 16. With regard to overreported
positive feedback rumor statements, the dyad did not exhibit statements in any FB
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condition. With regard to overreported negative feedback rumor statements, the
dyad only exhibited statements in the X3 FB condition (100%). With regard to
underreported positive feedback rumor statements, the dyad did not exhibit
statements in any FB condition. With regard to underreported negative statements,
the dyad only exhibited statements in the 1/3 FB condition (100%). With regard to
neutral feedback rumor statements, the dyad exhibited a high percentage of
statements in the X3 FB condition (67%), a moderate percentage of statements in
the 1/3 FB condition (33%), and no statements in the accurate FB condition.
Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different
categories of verbal behavior across FB accuracy conditions for Dyad 1 during
training of confederates posing as participants are shown in Figure 17. In the 1/3
FB condition, the dyad exhibited a high percentage of task rumor statements (76%),
lower percentages of feedback rumor and other statements (19% and 5%,
respectively), and no negative statements. In the X3 FB condition, the dyad
exhibited a percentage of task rumor statements (94%), and low or zero levels of
feedback rumor, negative statements, and zero statements (6%, 0%, and 0%,
respectively). In the accurate FB condition, the dyad exhibited a high percentage of
task rumor statements (78%), and low percentages of feedback rumor, negative
statements, and other statements (11%, 3%, and 8%, respectively).
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Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different FB
accuracy conditions across the categories of verbal behavior for Dyad 1 during
training of confederates posing as participants are shown in Figure 18. With regard
to task rumor, the dyad exhibited a similar, moderate percentages of statements in
the 1/3 FB condition (39%), the X3 FB condition (22%), and the 1/3 FB condition
(39%). With regard to feedback rumor, the dyad exhibited a high percentage of
statements in the 1/3 FB condition (58%), a lower percentage of statements in the
accurate FB condition (33%), and a low percentage of statements in the X3 FB
condition (8%). With regard to negative statements, the dyad only exhibited
statements in the accurate FB condition (100%). With regard to other statements,
the dyad exhibited similar percentages in the 1/3 and accurate FB conditions (40%
and 60%, respectively), and no statements in the X3 FB condition.
Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different
categories of feedback rumor statements across FB accuracy conditions for Dyad 1
during training of confederates posing as participants are shown in Figure 19. In the
1/3 FB condition, the dyad only exhibited underreported negative (71%) and
neutral (29%) feedback rumor statements. In the X3 FB condition, the dyad only
exhibited underreported negative feedback rumor statements (100%). In the
accurate FB condition, the dyad only exhibited underreported negative (25%), and
neutral (75%) feedback rumor statements.
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Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different FB
accuracy conditions across the categories of feedback rumor statements for Dyad 1
during training of confederates posing as participants are shown in Figure 20. With
regard to overreported positive feedback rumor statements, the dyad did not exhibit
any statements. With regard to overreported negative feedback rumor statements,
the dyad did not exhibit any statements. With regard to underreported positive
feedback rumor statements, the dyad did not exhibit any statements. With regard to
underreported negative feedback rumor statements, the dyad exhibited a high
percentage of statements in the 1/3 FB condition (71%), with identical, low
percentages in the X3 and accurate FB conditions (14% and 14%, respectively).
With regard to neutral feedback rumor statements, the dyad exhibited similar
percentages of statements in the 1/3 and accurate FB conditions (40% and 60%,
respectively), and no statements in the X3 FB condition.
Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different
categories of verbal behavior across FB accuracy conditions for Dyad 2 during
training of confederates posing as participants are shown in Figure 21. In the X3
FB condition, the dyad only exhibited task rumor statements (100%). In the
accurate FB condition, the dyad again only exhibited task rumor statements
(100%). In the 1/3 FB condition, the dyad exhibited a high percentage of task
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rumor statements (92%), and low or zero percentages of feedback rumor, negative
statements, and other statements (4%, 4%, and 0%, respectively).
Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different FB
accuracy conditions across the categories of verbal behavior for Dyad 2 during
training of confederates posing as participants are shown in Figure 22. With regard
to task rumor, the dyad exhibited similar, moderate percentages of statements in the
X3 FB condition (30%), the accurate FB condition (31%), and the 1/3 FB condition
(39%). With regard to feedback rumor, the dyad only exhibited one statement in the
1/3 FB condition. With regard to negative statements, the dyad only exhibited one
statement in the 1/3 FB condition. With regard to other statements, the dyad did not
exhibit any statements in any FB conditions.
Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different
categories of feedback rumor statements across FB accuracy conditions for Dyad 2
during training of confederates posing as participants are shown in Figure 23. In the
X3 FB condition, the dyad did not exhibit any feedback rumor statements. In the
accurate FB condition, the dyad also did not exhibit any feedback rumor
statements. In the 1/3 FB condition, the dyad only exhibited one underreported
negative feedback rumor statement, and no other categories of feedback rumor
statements.
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Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different FB
accuracy conditions across the categories of feedback rumor statements for Dyad 2
during training of confederates posing as participants are shown in Figure 24. With
regard to overreported positive feedback rumor statements, the dyad did not exhibit
any statements. With regard to overreported negative feedback rumor statements,
the dyad did not exhibit any statements. With regard to underreported positive
feedback rumor statements, the dyad the dyad did not exhibit any statements. With
regard to underreported negative feedback rumor statements, the dyad only
exhibited one statement in the 1/3 FB condition. With regard to neutral feedback
rumor statements, the dyad did not exhibit any feedback rumor statements.
Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different
categories of verbal behavior across FB accuracy conditions for Dyad 3 during
training of confederates posing as participants are shown in Figure 25. In the
accurate FB condition, the dyad exhibited a high percentage of task rumor
statements (81%), a small percentage of other statements (19%), and no feedback
rumor or negative statements. In the 1/3 FB condition, the dyad only exhibited task
rumor statements (100%). In the X3 FB condition, the dyad exhibited a high
percentage of task rumor statements (93%), and low or zero percentages of
feedback rumor, negative statements, and other statements (0%, 0%, and 7%,
respectively).
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Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different FB
accuracy conditions across the categories of verbal behavior for Dyad 3 during
training of confederates posing as participants are shown in Figure 26. With regard
to task rumor, the dyad exhibited similar, moderate percentages of statements in the
accurate FB condition (32%), the 1/3 FB condition (29%), and the X3 FB condition
(38%). With regard to feedback rumor, the dyad did not exhibit any statements in
any FB condition. With regard to negative statements, the dyad did not exhibit any
statements in any FB condition. With regard to other statements, the dyad exhibited
a high percentage of other statements in the accurate FB condition (71%), a
moderate percentage in the X3 FB condition (29%), and no statements in the 1/3
FB condition.
Results for the number and percentage of occurrences in the different
categories of feedback rumor statements across FB accuracy conditions and
categories of feedback rumor statements for Dyad 3 during training of confederates
posing as participants are shown in Figures 27 and 28, respectively. The dyad did
not exhibit any category of feedback rumors in any FB accuracy conditions.
Across-dyad Analysis of Verbal Behavior Data for Experiment 1
The number of task rumor statements, feedback rumor statements, negative
statements, and other statements exhibited by each dyad during the experimental
task and during the training of confederates posing as participants are shown in
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Table 2. With regard to task rumor statements during the experimental task, Dyad 1
exhibited the highest number of statements in the 1/3 and accurate FB conditions,
while Dyad 2 exhibited the highest number of statements in the X3 FB condition.
Overall, Dyad 1 exhibited the highest number of task rumor statements across the
three FB conditions during the experimental task (105). With regard to feedback
rumor statements during the experimental task, Dyad 1 exhibited the highest
number of statements in the 1/3 and accurate FB conditions, while Dyad 2
exhibited the highest number of statements during the X3 FB condition. Overall,
Dyad 2 exhibited the highest number of feedback rumor statements across the three
FB conditions during the experimental task (37). With regard to negative
statements during the experimental task, Dyad 1 exhibited the highest number of
statements in the 1/3 and X3 FB conditions, while Dyad 3 exhibited the highest
number of statements in the accurate FB condition. Overall, Dyad 1 exhibited the
highest number of negative statements across the three FB conditions during the
experimental task (36). With regard to other statements during the experimental
task, Dyad 1 exhibited the highest number of statements in the accurate and X3 FB
conditions, while Dyad 3 exhibited the highest number of statements in the 1/3 FB
condition. Overall, Dyad 1 exhibited the highest number of other statements across
the three FB conditions during the experimental task (92).
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With regard to task rumor statements during the training of confederates
posing as participants, all three dyads exhibited similar levels of statements in all
three FB conditions (see Table 2). Overall, Dyad 1 exhibited the highest number of
task rumor statements across the three FB conditions during the training of
confederates posing as participants. With regard to feedback rumor statements,
Dyad 1 exhibited the highest number of statements across all three FB conditions,
although levels were lower compared to during the experimental task. Overall,
Dyad 1 exhibited the highest number of feedback rumor statements across the three
FB conditions during the training of confederates posing as participants. With
regard to negative statements during the training of confederates posing as
participants, all three dyads exhibited low or zero levels of statements across all
three FB conditions. Overall, Dyad 1 and Dyad 2 both exhibited only one negative
statement in the 1/3 FB condition and accurate FB condition, respectively, during
the training of confederates posing as participants. With regard to other statements
during the training of confederates posing as participants, all three dyads exhibited
low or zero levels of statements across the three FB conditions. Overall, Dyad 3
exhibited the highest number of other statements across the three FB conditions
during the training of confederates posing as participants (7). Table 3 shows sample
verbal behavior statements exhibited by participants during Experiment 1.
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The number of overreported positive, overreported negative, underreported
positive, underreported negative, and neutral feedback rumor statements exhibited
by each dyad during the task and during the training of confederates posing as
participants are shown in Table 4. With regard to overreported positive feedback
rumor statements during the experimental task, Dyad 1 only exhibited one
statement in the X3 FB condition, while the other dyads did not exhibit any
statements in any FB condition. With regard to overreported negative feedback
rumor statements during the experimental task, all three dyads exhibited similar
levels of statements in the X3 FB condition, with no dyad exhibiting any statements
in the 1/3 and accurate FB conditions. With regard to underreported positive
feedback rumor statements during the experimental task, Dyad 1 exhibited two
statements in the accurate FB condition, while the other dyads did not exhibit any
statements in any FB condition. With regard to underreported negative feedback
rumor statements during the experimental task, Dyad 1 exhibited the highest
number of statements in the 1/3 FB condition and Dyad 3 exhibited the highest
number of statements in the X3 FB condition. Overall, Dyad 1 exhibited the highest
number of underreported negative feedback rumor statements across the three FB
conditions during the experimental task (12). With regard to neutral feedback
rumor statements during the experimental task, Dyad 1 and Dyad 2 exhibited the
highest number of statements in the 1/3 FB condition, while Dyad 1 and Dyad 2
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exhibited the highest number of statements in the accurate FB condition and the X3
FB condition, respectively. Overall, Dyad 1 exhibited the highest number of neutral
feedback rumor statements across the three FB conditions during the experimental
task (20).
With regard to overreported positive feedback rumor statements during the
training of confederates posing as participants, all three dyads exhibited zero levels
of statements in all three FB conditions (see Table 4). With regard to overreported
negative feedback rumor statements during the training of confederates posing as
participants, all three dyads exhibited zero levels of statements in all three FB
conditions. With regard to underreported positive feedback rumor statements
during the training of confederates posing as participants, all three dyads exhibited
zero levels of statements in all three FB conditions. With regard to underreported
negative feedback rumor statements during the training of confederates posing as
participants, Dyad 1 exhibited the highest number of statements in all three FB
conditions, although levels were still low. Dyad 2 exhibited one underreported
negative feedback rumor statement in the 1/3 FB condition. Overall, Dyad 1
exhibited the highest number of underreported negative feedback rumor statements
across the three FB conditions during the training of confederates posing as
participants (7). With regard to neutral feedback rumor statements during the
training of confederates posing as participants, Dyad 1 was the only dyad to exhibit
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statements in the 1/3 and accurate FB conditions. No dyad exhibited any neutral
feedback rumor statements in the X3 FB condition.
Social Validity Results for Experiment 1
Survey data for Experiment 1 were analyzed (see Table 5). Overall, there
were no apparent differences among the different dyads or participants with regard
to the survey results. All six participants recorded low responses for Question 2
(“The feedback I received was accurate”; M = 1.67, SD = 0.8) and Question 4
(“The feedback on my previous performances was helpful”; M = 2.17, SD = 1.0).
On average, the six participants indicated a higher level of trust for their trainer (M
= 4.50, SD = 0.5) than for the feedback giver (M = 3.17, SD = 1.3). On average, the
six participants indicated similar levels of enjoyment for potential future work with
the trainer (M = 4.50, SD = 0.5) and the feedback giver (M = 4.67, SD = 0.5). Half
of the participants indicated they generated rules during the experimental task. Both
participants in Dyad 1 self-generated rules related to the accuracy of feedback,
while the participant in Dyad 2 that self-generated rules that related to an emotional
response to receiving feedback (i.e., “frustration”).
Number of Entries Correctly Completed in Experiment 2
A two-way ANOVA was conducted to examine the effects of the types of
verbal behavior emitted by the trainer and the level of feedback accuracy to which
the participants were exposed on the number of correctly completed entries during
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the simulated banking task program (See Figure 29 and Figure 30). Residual
analysis was performed to test for the assumptions of the two-way ANOVA.
Outliers were assessed by inspection of z-scores, normality was assessed using
Shapiro-Wilk’s normality test for each cell of the design and homogeneity of
variances was assessed by Levene’s test. There were no outliers, residuals were
normally distributed (p > .05) and there was homogeneity of variances (p = .543).
The interaction effect between the type of verbal behavior emitted by the
trainer and the level of feedback accuracy to which the participants were exposed
on the number of correctly completed entries was not statistically significant, F(2,
96) = 2.221, p = .114, partial η2 = .044. Therefore, an analysis of the main effect for
the type of verbal behavior exhibited by the trainer was performed, which indicated
that the main effect was statistically significant, F(1, 92) = 4.109, p < .05, partial η2
= .041. A pairwise comparison was run where reported, with 95% confidence
intervals and Bonferroni-adjusted p-values. The unweighted marginal means of the
correctly completed entries for training verbal behavior emitted as if the trainer was
exposed to one-third inaccurate feedback and training verbal behavior emitted as if
the trainer was exposed to tripled inaccurate feedback were 4.99 (SE = .226) and
4.34 (SE = .226), respectively. Therefore, the mean number of correctly completed
entries for participants exposed to the training verbal behavior emitted as if the
trainer was exposed to one-third inaccurate feedback was 0.65, 95% CI [0.01, 1.28]
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entries higher than the mean number of completed entries for participants exposed
to the training verbal behavior emitted as if the trainer was exposed to tripled
inaccurate feedback, a statistically significant difference, p < .05.
An analysis of the main effect for the level of feedback accuracy to which
the participants were exposed was also performed, which indicated that the main
effect was statistically significant, F(2, 96) = 10.508, p < .001, partial η2 = .180. All
pairwise comparisons were run where reported, with 95% confidence intervals and
Bonferroni-adjusted p-values. The unweighted marginal means of the correctly
completed entries for the level of feedback accuracy to which the participants were
exposed for one-third, accurate, and tripled feedback were 3.89 (SE = .276), 5.647
(SE = .276), and 4.463 (SE = .276), respectively. Accurate feedback was associated
with a mean number of correctly completed entries 1.76, 95% [.81, 2.71] entries
higher than one-third feedback, a statistically significant difference, p < .001, and
1.184, 95% [.23, 2.14] entries higher than tripled feedback, p < .01. There was no
statistically significant difference between the mean number of correctly completed
entries when exposed to one-third feedback and tripled feedback.
Figure 31 displays the overall group means of the number of correctly
completed entries for the six experimental groups over time. Based on first session
performance, the 1/3 Trainer – Accurate Participant, X3 Trainer – Accurate
Participant, and the 1/3 Trainer – X3 Participant experimental groups correctly
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completed entries at similar, high levels. The 1/3 Trainer – 1/3 Participant
experimental group correctly completed entries at a slightly lower, and the X3
Trainer – 1/3 Participant and the X3 Trainer – X3 Participant experimental groups
correctly completed entries at the lowest levels. During the second session, the X3
Trainer – Accurate Participant experimental group correctly completed the highest
number of entries, followed by the three 1/3 Trainer experimental groups, and the
X3 Trainer – 1/3 Participant and the X3 Trainer – X3 Participant experimental
groups correctly completed the lowest number of entries. The order of experimental
groups in terms of number of correctly completed entries remained the same
through the remaining two sessions. The three experimental groups that completed
the highest number of entries (X3 Trainer – Accurate Participant, 1/3 Trainer –
Accurate Participant, 1/3 Trainer – X3 Participant) had an increasing trend of
correctly completed entries from session 1 to session 4. The three experimental
groups that completed the lowest number of entries (1/3 Trainer – 1/3 Participant,
X3 Trainer – 1/3 Participant, X3 Trainer – X3 Participant) remained at the same
level or had a decreasing trend of correctly completed entries.
Figure 32 displays the group mean in black and individual participant data
paths in grey for the 1/3 Trainer – 1/3 Participant experimental group. The
individual data paths appeared to have high variability; no other differences or
trends were apparent. Figure 33 displays the group mean in black and individual
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participant data paths in grey for the 1/3 Trainer – Accurate Participant
experimental group. The individual data paths appeared to show low variability; no
other differences or trends were apparent. Figure 34 displays the group mean in
black and individual participant data paths in grey for the 1/3 Trainer – X3
Participant experimental group. Variability increased from the first session to the
last session, and overall variability was moderate. No other differences or trends
were apparent.
Figure 35 displays the group mean in black and individual participant data
paths in grey for the X3 Trainer – 1/3 Participant experimental group. Variability
was low to moderate through the four sessions, except for one participant; that
individual’s data path was much higher in level than the rest of the data paths until
the last session, when it decreased to a low level. There were no other apparent
differences in level or trend. Figure 36 displays the group mean in black and
individual participant data paths in grey for the X3 Trainer – Accurate Participant
experimental group. Variability increased from the first session to the last session,
and was high for the last session. No other differences or trends were apparent.
Figure 37 displays the group mean in black and individual participant data paths in
grey for the X3 Trainer – X3 Participant experimental group. Variability increased
from low to moderate levels from the first to the last session. No other differences
or trends were apparent.
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Number of Inaccuracies in Experiment 2
A two-way ANOVA was conducted to examine the effects of the types of
verbal behavior emitted by the trainer and the level of feedback accuracy to which
the participants were exposed on the number of inaccuracies during the simulated
banking task program. Residual analysis was performed to test for the assumptions
of the two-way ANOVA. Outliers were assessed by inspection of z-scores,
normality was assessed using Shapiro-Wilk’s normality test for each cell of the
design and homogeneity of variances was assessed by Levene’s test. There were no
outliers, residuals were normally distributed (p > .05) and there was homogeneity
of variances (p = .219). The interaction effect between the type of verbal behavior
emitted by the trainer and the level of feedback accuracy to which the participants
were exposed on inaccuracies was not statistically significant, F(2, 96) = 0.094, p =
.911. Figure 38 displays the overall group means of the number of inaccuracies for
the six experimental groups over time. There were no apparent differences in level,
trend, or variability among five of the six experimental groups. The X3 Trainer –
X3 Participant experimental group exhibited the second lowest number of errors in
the first session, but increased for the next two sessions before slightly decreasing
in the last session. There was slight difference in data path level between the X3
Trainer – X3 Participant experimental group and the other five groups in the
number of inaccuracies.
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Exploratory Analyses of Within-Participant Performance
Based on the large increase in the number of correctly completed entries
exhibited by the two experimental groups with accurate feedback (see Figure 31)
and the hypothesized effect that the verbal behavior during training may have had
when followed by accurate feedback with regard to behavior being rule-governed
or contingency-shaped, exploratory analyses were conducted with the 1/3 Trainer –
Accurate Participant and X3 Trainer – Accurate Participant experimental groups.
Specifically, two one-way repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted to
determine if there was a statistically significant difference in the number of
correctly completed entries across the four sessions in which participants
completed the experimental task. With regard to the 1/3 Trainer – Accurate
Participant experimental group, there was no statistically significant difference in
the number of correctly completed entries among the four sessions, F(3, 48) =
1.846, p = .151. With regard to the X3 Trainer – Accurate Participant experimental
group, there was no statistically significant difference in the number of correctly
completed entries among the four sessions, F(3, 48) = 2.206, p = .124.
Analysis of Verbal Behavior for Experiment 2
Participant verbal behavior responses to feedback. Figure 39 displays
the number of verbal behavior responses exhibited by participants in each
experimental group when receiving feedback in Experiment 2. The X3 Trainer –
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1/3 Participant experimental group exhibited the highest number of verbal behavior
responses, almost double the experimental group with the next highest number of
verbal behavior responses. The two experimental groups who received 1/3
Participant feedback exhibited the highest combined number of verbal behavior
responses (28), while the two experimental groups who received Accurate
Participant feedback exhibited the lowest combined number of verbal behavior
responses (6).
Participant verbal behavior during training of confederates posing as
new participants. Table 6 displays the number of each type of verbal behavior
during training of confederate posing as a new participant for each experimental
group in Experiment 2. Overall, each experimental group exhibited more task
rumor statements than any other type of verbal behavior. The three X3 Trainer
experimental groups exhibited more task rumor statements than the three 1/3
Trainer experimental groups. No patterns were apparent with regard to feedback
rumor statements, negative statements, or other statements. Table 7 displays the
number of each type of feedback rumor statement during training of a confederate
posing as a new participant for each experimental group in Experiment 2. Only
three of the six experimental groups exhibited some type of feedback rumor
statement. With regard to overreported positive feedback rumor statements, the X3
Trainer – 1/3 Participant experimental group exhibited one statement. With regard
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to overreported negative feedback rumor statements, no experimental group
exhibited any statements. With regard to underreported positive feedback rumor
statements, no experimental group exhibited any statements. With regard to
underreported negative feedback rumor statements, the 1/3 Trainer – 1/3 Participant
and 1/3 Trainer – Accurate Participant experimental group each exhibited one
statement, and the X3 Trainer – 1/3 Participant experimental group exhibited two
statements. With regard to neutral feedback rumor statements, the 1/3 Trainer – 1/3
Participant experimental group exhibited one statement.
Social Validity Results for Experiment 2
Survey data for Experiment 2 were analyzed (see Table 8). There were no
apparent differences among the six experimental groups with the majority of the
questions in the social validity survey for Question 1 (“I set goals for myself when
completing the task”), Question 3 (“The task in this experiment was boring.”),
Question 5 (“I would recommend participating in this study to a friend.”), Question
10 (“Overall, I enjoyed participating in this study.”), and the aggregate score of all
survey questions. There were differences among the six experimental groups for
Question 2 (“The feedback I received was accurate”) and Question 4 (“The
feedback on my previous performances was helpful”). Specifically, participants
scored feedback as more accurate in the two experimental groups that received
accurate feedback compared to the four experimental groups that received
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inaccurate feedback (i.e., 1/3 or X3). However, participants in the Accurate and X3
FB experimental groups scored feedback as more helpful compared to participants
in the two 1/3 FB experimental groups. There were also differences among the six
experimental groups for Question 6 (“I trust the person who trained me”) and
Question 7 (“I trust the person delivering the feedback”). The X3 Trainer –
Accurate Participant, X3 Trainer – X3 Participant, 1/3 Trainer – Accurate
Participant experimental groups reported trusting their trainers more than the other
three experimental groups. The 1/3 Trainer – 1/3 Participant experimental group
reported a lower level of trust in the feedback giver compared to the five other
experimental groups. There were no apparent differences among the six
experimental groups in the scores on Question 8 (“I would enjoy working with the
person who trained me in an actual job setting.”) and Question 9 (“I would enjoy
working for the person delivering the feedback in an actual job setting.”). With
regard to the percentage of participants who self-generated rules, the four
experimental groups who received inaccurate feedback had a higher percentage of
participants reporting they self-generated rules compared to the two experimental
groups who received accurate feedback.
Discussion
The two experiments discussed in this paper were designed to investigate
the effects of varying levels of inaccurate FB on both verbal behavior and
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performance during an analogue computer task. Specifically, Experiment 1 was
conducted to determine the extent to which behavior varied as a function of the
level of feedback accuracy to which each dyad was exposed. The results from
Experiment 1 suggested that the level of FB accuracy affected both the types of
verbal behavior emitted (i.e., categories of verbal behavior) and frequency of
certain types of verbal behavior emitted during the simulated banking transfer task.
Experiment 2 was conducted to determine if differing types of verbal
behavior emitted during participant training and the level of FB accuracy to which
participants were exposed affected performance during the simulated banking
transfer task. Additionally, the experimenter examined the verbal behavior of
participants when asked to train a confederate posing as a new participant. The
results from Experiment 2 showed there was not a significant interaction effect
between the two independent variables, but there were significant main effects
involving the type of verbal behavior emitted during participant training and the
level of FB accuracy to which participants were exposed on performance in the
simulated banking transfer task.
Experiment 1
Participants’ verbal behavior was coded into several different categories. As
predicted, each dyad exhibited different levels and types of verbal behavior
depending on the level of FB accuracy to which they were exposed. Overall, there
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was no difference in the number or percentage of task rumor statements exhibited
by the three dyads among the three different levels of FB accuracy during the
experimental task. That is, the level of FB accuracy did not appear to have a
systematic effect on the number or type of task rumor statements exhibited by any
of the dyads. Although the number of task rumor statements varied among the three
dyads, this might be attributed to individual differences in the amount of talking by
each dyad. Although beyond the scope of the current study, it may have been
interesting to conduct statistical analyses regarding the covariation of the number of
verbal behavior statements in each category for each dyad, as there may have been
a positive correlation between the number of statements exhibited by one member
of the dyad and the number of statements exhibited by the other member.
An interesting finding is the difference in the number and percentage of
feedback rumor statements exhibited by the three dyads across the three different
levels of FB accuracy during the experimental task. As expected, Dyad 2 and Dyad
3 only exhibited feedback rumor statements during the two conditions with
inaccurate FB. Interestingly, Dyad 1 exhibited the most feedback rumor statements
in the accurate FB condition. This may be explained by the order in which Dyad 1
was exposed to the FB accuracy conditions; dyad 1 was exposed to the accurate FB
condition after both the 1/3 and X3 FB conditions, so there may have been a
carryover effect from the first two FB accuracy conditions. Also as expected, the
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dyads exhibited more negative statements during the inaccurate FB conditions.
These results support the findings of Smith et al. (2012) that rumor verbal behavior
was more likely to occur in conditions with some kind of inaccurate FB compared
to conditions with accurate FB.
Participants’ feedback rumor statements were also coded into more specific
categories of rumors. Overall, the data support the idea that the dyads exhibited
either overreported (i.e., verbal behavior about X3 FB) or underreported (i.e.,
verbal behavior about 1/3 FB) feedback rumor statements during the corresponding
FB accuracy condition. The social validity data provide additional evidence that
participants were able to discriminate that this feedback was inaccurate; if
participants were able to discriminate that feedback was inaccurate, their verbal
behavior was likely to reflect the FB condition they were currently experiencing.
Additionally, the data show that feedback rumor statements were more likely to be
negative rather than positive or neutral. Although no other studies have coded
feedback rumor statements in such a specific manner, these results are generally
consistent with Smith et al. (2012) insofar that rumor verbal behavior was more
likely to occur in conditions with some kind of inaccurate FB compared to
conditions with accurate FB.
No apparent differences were observed between the verbal behavior data
from the experimental task (i.e., partners in the dyad working together) and the
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training (i.e., each partner training a confederate posing as a participant) other than
the number of verbal behavior instances. In general, more verbal behavior was
exhibited during the experimental task than during the trainings. This difference
may be due to the joint-goal contingency operating between the partners in each
dyad. That is, the opportunity to work together to potentially earn more money may
evoke more verbal behavior than a situation in which each partner trained a
supposed new participant without any contingencies in place. Another possible
reason may be the amount of time that the partners in each dyad spent with each
other versus the time spent with each individual confederate posing as a new
participant. Smith et al. (2012) incorporated a high extroversion score as an
inclusion criteria for their study. Although the participants in the current study were
not tested for level of extroversion, they may have been more comfortable talking
with their partner compared to a relative stranger during training.
As with Smith et al. (2012), a portion of the participants in Experiment 1
reported self-generation of rules regarding the delivery of feedback during the
experiment. However, the rules generated by participants in the current study did
not conform to explicit if-then statements. As explained by Smith and colleagues,
one potential reason for the lack of explicit if-then rule statements may have been
the conflicting FB accuracy conditions to which they were exposed. When
participants were exposed to only one type of FB accuracy in the Smith et al. study,
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they were more likely to self-generate explicit if-then rule statements compared to
participants who were exposed to multiple inaccurate rule conditions. Participants
in Experiment 1 were exposed to three types of FB accuracy (i.e., one-third,
accurate, tripled) which may have hindered self-generation of explicit if-then rules.
Future research could also examine self-generated rules in terms of Skinner’s
(1957) verbal behavior. For example, self-generated rules could first function as
simple repetition of a rule (i.e., an echoic) but could then function as verbal
behavior with a different verbal antecedent (i.e., an intraverbal). This could help to
further the impact of Skinner (1957) on OBM research. Additionally, it is
interesting to note that the two participants in Dyad 3, who were first exposed to
accurate FB before being exposed to the two different types of inaccurate FB, did
not report any self-generation of rule statements. Although it is not clear based on
the arrangement of the current study why Dyad 3 reported no self-generation of
rules, it may have been because of the order in which they were exposed to the
three levels of FB accuracy. Hirst et al. (2013) found that exposure to inaccurate
FB can have detrimental effects on performance even if inaccurate FB is eventually
followed by accurate FB. However, there is limited evidence specifically
examining the effects of accurate FB followed by inaccurate FB on self-generation
of rules; future research should more closely examine the effect that the order of
exposure to different levels of FB accuracy may have on self-generation of rules.
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Experiment 2
Experiment 2 resulted in several notable findings. One notable finding is
that participants exposed to accurate FB correctly completed significantly more
entries than participants exposed to one third or tripled FB. This suggests that any
type of inaccurate feedback can have detrimental effects on performance compared
to accurate feedback. Since it is unlikely that feedback is accurate all of the time in
many settings or organizations, these results have important implications for
supervisors in organizations. That is, these results suggest that ensuring
performance feedback is accurate at all times should be of paramount importance.
Interestingly, these results conflict with the findings of Palmer et al. (2015), who
found that participants exposed to accurate FB and X3 FB performed similarly on
the experimental task; only 1/3 FB or no FB resulted in poor performance.
Although Palmer et al. (2015) suggested that it may be best to err on the side of
caution and deliver feedback likely to be higher than the actual performance if it is
likely to be inaccurate, the current study suggests that any type of inaccurate
feedback may have detrimental effects on performance.
There are several potential reasons why performance in the accurate FB
condition was significantly better compared to performance in the 1/3 or X3 FB
conditions, and thus different than previous research examining the effects of FB
accuracy on performance (i.e., Palmer et al., 2015). Perhaps the most likely reason
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may be the different experimental task used in the current study. In the current
study, a simulated banking transfer task (Moon, Lee, Lee, & Oah, 2017) was used
to assess the effects of FB accuracy on performance, while Palmer et al. (2015)
used performance on a check processing task as the dependent variable. One
notable difference between the two tasks was the complexity of the response
required for a correct entry. In the check processing task, participants had to enter a
dollar amount ranging from $10.00 to $999.99 that appeared on one part of the
screen to a separate area of the screen, which may be considered a relatively simple
task. In the current study, the simulated banking transfer task involved a higher
number of required behaviors per correct entry, as well as a final behavior that
included searching for a certain code based on preexisting numbers and letters
displayed on the screen. In addition, participants had to discriminate between
similar-looking letters and numbers in the program and on the accompanying
handout. Arguably, the simulated banking transfer task may be considered a more
complex, and therefore more difficult, task. Thus, it is possible that inaccurate
tripled feedback may have a more detrimental effect on performance when the task
is more complex.
If the effects of feedback accuracy are indeed moderated by the complexity
of the task, this could have important implications for the generalizability of the
results of the current study when compared to the results of Palmer et al. (2015). It
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is possible that inaccurate feedback of any type (i.e., high or low) has detrimental
effects on performance when the task is relatively difficult or complex, but only
inaccurate, low feedback has detrimental effects on relatively simple or easy tasks.
In terms of real-world implications, perhaps supervisors could be less strict about
delivering accurate feedback and err on the side of high, inaccurate feedback when
the task is relatively simple, but should be more vigilant when it comes to
delivering feedback for a new or difficult, complex task.
Extending upon the idea of task complexity, it may be helpful to
conceptualize the effects of inaccurate feedback in the current study as interfering
with skill acquisition of the task instead of interfering with task maintenance.
Simply put, performance on the task can possibly be split into two parts: skill
acquisition and maintenance. Because the task used in the current study was more
complex, inaccurate, tripled feedback may have had detrimental effects on
performance because it interfered with participants’ skill acquisition of the task
(i.e., participants could not discriminate if their responses were actually correct
when they completed an entry). Conversely, inaccurate, tripled feedback may not
have had a detrimental effect on performance because it may have been clearer to
participants that their responses were actually correct each time they completed an
entry; therefore, feedback may have simply been serving to maintain performance.
Hirst et al. (2013) found similar effects of inaccurate feedback on performance,
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specifically skill acquisition of a conditional discrimination task. Although the
nature of the task and feedback in the Hirst et al. study was different than in the
current study (i.e., feedback was delivered regarding the accuracy of the previous
answer, not the rate of responding), it appears that task difficulty may be an
important variable when examining the effects of feedback accuracy.
Another notable difference between the two types of experimental tasks was
the shorter session lengths which resulted in a smaller possible range of feedback
values. In Palmer et al. (2015), the experimenters reported that the average number
of correctly completed checks in the check processing task was as high as about
790 checks. Therefore, possible feedback could range from 0 to about 2370 checks
(790 multiplied by 3). In the current study, the highest number of correctly
completed entries during the task was 10 entries. Therefore, feedback could only
range from 0 to 30 entries. Because of the lower range of possible values,
inaccurate, tripled feedback may have been more salient in the current study
compared to the inaccurate, tripled feedback in the Palmer et al. study; in fact, the
possibility of inaccurate, tripled feedback not being salient to the participants is
discussed by Palmer and colleagues.
Another possible reason for the observed difference between the results of
the current study and Palmer et al. (2015) may be that participants in the current
study were never exposed to accurate feedback during the experimental sessions. In
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Palmer et al., all of the participants were exposed to accurate feedback after the first
session before possibly being exposed to inaccurate feedback. In the current study,
participants were never exposed to accurate feedback following the 10-min
experimental sessions, although participants received feedback during their training
in the form of vocal confirmation from the trainer that they had correctly completed
the practice entry. The lack of exposure to accurate feedback during any of the
experimental sessions may have resulted in strengthening the control that the
inaccurate feedback had on their performance, leading to similar, low performances
in both the one third and tripled feedback conditions.
As in Palmer et al. (2015), individual participants varied quite a bit in terms
of performance during the experimental sessions. That is, exposure to inaccurate
feedback resulted in differing individual response patterns across the four
experimental sessions for the six experimental groups. Some of the individual
response patterns suggested that participants may have been testing the
contingencies of the inaccurate feedback. That is, participants may have exhibited
variable responding across the four experimental sessions to determine if a pattern
developed with regard to what the experimenter said their performance was during
the previous session. Anecdotally, some participants questioned the experimenter
regarding the pattern of feedback they were receiving. Although this testing of
contingencies may have been an artifact of the experimental arrangement in the
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current study, any testing of contingencies in an actual work setting or organization
could have detrimental effects due to declines in employee performance if
employees do less work to determine why feedback may be inaccurate. Because
contingency testing appears to be idiosyncratic in the current study, more research
should be done to determine the conditions under which employees may exhibit
variable responding due to inaccurate feedback.
Another potential, expected reason for the observed difference between the
results of the current study and the Palmer et al. (2015) study may be the different
types of training to which participants were exposed (i.e., whether the trainer
emitted verbal behavior similar to participants exposed to 1/3 FB or verbal
behavior similar to participants exposed to X3 FB). To date, no experiment has
examined the effects of differing verbal behavior within training on performance in
a task. To that end, the present study is the first to experimentally manipulate the
verbal behavior emitted during training as it relates to the accuracy of feedback
delivered during a task. Based on the results of Experiment 2, the type of training
had an effect on performance during the experimental task. Specifically,
participants who were trained by a confederate emitting verbal behavior similar to a
participant exposed to one third feedback correctly completed a higher number of
entries compared to participants who were trained by a confederate emitting verbal
behavior similar to a participant exposed to tripled feedback.
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It is unclear as to why participants who were trained by a confederate
emitting verbal behavior similar to a participant exposed to one-third feedback
performed better than participants who were trained by a confederate emitting
verbal behavior similar to a participant exposed to tripled feedback. Considering
that exposure to one-third feedback has detrimental effects on performance, one
could consider these results paradoxical; if an employee hears they will receive
inaccurate, low feedback on their performance during a task, he or she may perform
worse or respond less during that task. As this is the first study that has examined
this variable, more research needs to be done to determine exactly why these results
occurred.
Regarding these results, it may be helpful to conceptualize the different
types of training as different types of motivating operations (MOs; Laraway et al.,
2003). Motivating operations (MOs) are environmental events, operations, or
stimulus conditions that affect an organism’s behavior by altering (a) the
reinforcing or punishing effectiveness of other environmental events and (b) the
frequency of occurrence of that part of the organism’s repertoire relevant to those
events as consequences. The first effect is sometimes referred to as the reinforceror punisher-establishing effect and the second effect is sometimes referred to as the
evocative or abative effect. MOs can have establishing effects (i.e., an increase in
the effectiveness of a consequence as a reinforcer or punisher; EO) or abative
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effects (i.e., a decrease in the effectiveness of a consequence as a reinforcer or
punisher; AO). Using the MO conceptualization of the training in the current study,
the two types of trainings may have functioned as different types of MOs. That is,
training by a confederate emitting verbal behavior similar to a participant exposed
to one-third feedback may have functioned as an EO for subsequent feedback
delivered after the training, and training by a confederate emitting verbal behavior
similar to a participant exposed to tripled feedback may have functioned as an AO
for subsequent feedback delivered after the training.
MOs are a relatively understudied topic in OBM (Lotfizadeh, Edwards, &
Poling, 2014). From 1982 to 2016, there have only been three studies that used an
MO intervention; however, a larger number of articles have mentioned the MO as
being relevant to an intervention used in a study. Although beyond the scope of the
current study, more research needs to be done regarding if and why training that
incorporates verbal behavior related to feedback accuracy appears to function as a
MO. Specifically, research can examine why training by a confederate emitting
verbal behavior similar to a participant exposed to one-third feedback and training
by a confederate emitting verbal behavior similar to a participant exposed to tripled
feedback appeared to function as an EO and AO, respectively, and not the other
way around. One potential reason may be that, in the past, participants may have
had to work harder to attain satisfactory feedback if they had consistently received
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inaccurate, lower feedback (e.g., one-third feedback) rather than if they had
received inaccurate, higher feedback (e.g., tripled feedback).
An interesting comparison that could made due to the experimental design
used in Experiment 2 was the relative effects of rule-governed behavior (i.e.,
training provided by the confederate posing as participant) and contingency-shaped
behavior (i.e., actual feedback contingencies to which the participant was exposed).
As discussed by Catania et al. (1989), rules tend to control behavior early on but
eventually cede control to contingencies as the contingencies exert control over
more instances of behavior. Although the results of Experiment 2 are preliminary
with regard to the relative influences of rules and contingencies on behavior during
the simulated banking transfer task, the larger effect size of the different levels of
feedback accuracy to which the participants were exposed suggest that
contingencies rapidly came to control the participants’ behavior during Experiment
2 instead of any rules regarding feedback accuracy that may have been generated as
a result of the training. This may not be surprising given that the feedback
contingencies had more opportunities to control behavior (three feedback
deliveries) versus the training (one training); if more experimental sessions had
been conducted, it would be expected that the actual feedback contingencies would
exert even more control, perhaps completely replacing any rule-governance by the
original training. Although the exploratory analyses conducted to assess the
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potential effects of rules versus contingencies in the two experimental groups that
received accurate feedback did not reveal any differences among the different
experimental sessions, the experimental configuration may not have been sensitive
enough to detect those effects; more research needs to be conducted regarding the
relative effects of rules and contingencies when participants are exposed to verbal
behavior discussing inaccurate feedback and actual inaccurate feedback
contingencies.
Social validity survey data from Experiment 2 suggest that participants
were able to discriminate when feedback was accurate or inaccurate. This suggests
that the manipulation of feedback in the current study was salient to the
participants. However, it is interesting to note that participants who received onethird feedback were more skeptical with regard to the accuracy of feedback than
participants who received tripled feedback. Based on the length of sessions in the
current study, inaccurate, tripled feedback resulted in feedback that was not
logically possible (e.g., doing 6 entries correctly resulted in feedback saying that 18
entries were correctly completed), while inaccurate, one-third feedback resulted in
feedback that was logically possible (e.g., doing 6 entries correctly resulted in
feedback saying that 2 entries were correctly completed). Therefore, participants
who received tripled feedback should have reported the most skepticism with
regard to the accuracy of feedback. One possible reason for this finding may be the
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demand characteristics that naturally occur in experiments. Although participants
were told they could do as many or as few entries as they wanted, participants may
have completed entries due to perceived expectations of the experimenter (i.e.,
demand characteristics; Cooper et al., 2007). After receiving inaccurate feedback,
participants may have responded more negatively to feedback that undervalued
their performance as opposed to feedback that overvalued their performance,
regardless of the saliency of feedback inaccuracy.
The social validity survey data also yield some interesting preliminary
findings regarding the effects of feedback accuracy as it pertains to the perception
of the trainer and feedback giver. Across the six experimental groups, participants
were either exposed to trainers whose verbal behavior regarding feedback accuracy
in the task matched the actual contingencies to which they were exposed (e.g., onethird trainer and one-third feedback) or trainers whose verbal behavior regarding
feedback accuracy in the task did not match the actual contingencies to which they
were exposed (e.g., one-third trainer and accurate feedback). Additionally,
participants were exposed to a feedback giver who gave accurate feedback or a
feedback giver who gave inaccurate feedback. Therefore, participants were either
exposed to a trainer who exhibited truthful verbal behavior or a feedback giver who
exhibited truthful verbal behavior. Overall, the data suggest that participants
reported less trust and less perceived enjoyment of potential future work with the
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feedback giver when they received one-third feedback but not when they received
accurate or tripled feedback. There were no apparent differences in the reported
level of perceived enjoyment of potential future work with the trainer. However,
there was a difference in the reported level of trust with the trainer between the two
experimental groups that had trainers emit truthful verbal behavior; specifically,
participants who received training from confederates who exhibited verbal behavior
as if they had been exposed to tripled feedback and then received tripled feedback
during the experiment reported a higher level of trust in the trainer compared to
participants who received training from confederates who emitted verbal behavior
as if they had been exposed to one-third feedback and then received one-third
feedback. Although both participants received training from individuals who had
exhibited truthful verbal behavior, the reported rating of trust was higher after
exposure to tripled feedback. This suggests that the actual feedback contingencies
to which participants are exposed may have a larger effect on perceived trust
compared to actual truthful verbal behavior.
Since the purpose of Experiment 2 was to examine the relative effects of the
type of verbal behavior regarding FB accuracy provided during training by
confederates posing as participants and the actual level of FB accuracy to which
participants were exposed on performance and rumor, the experimenter also
examined a number of secondary dependent variables in addition to social validity
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survey scores during Experiment 2: verbal responses exhibited by participants in
each experimental group when receiving feedback and verbal behavior exhibited by
a subset of Experiment 2 participants when asked to train a confederate posing as a
new participant. Although Palmer et al. (2015) reported that participants in their
study displayed little to no emotional responses when presented with inaccurate
feedback, some participants in the current study displayed verbal behavior
responses when feedback was delivered after their previous session. The results in
Figure 39 depict a few interesting findings. The first notable finding is that
participants in the two experimental groups who received one third feedback
exhibited the highest number of verbal behavior responses after feedback was
delivered. Participants in the two experimental groups who received tripled
feedback also exhibited a moderate number of verbal behavior responses after
feedback was delivered. This provides further, correlational evidence that
inaccurate feedback was salient to the participants and that verbal behavior
responses were more likely after exposure to some type of inaccurate feedback. The
second notable finding is that, interestingly, there were three verbal behavior
responses by participants in each of the two experimental groups who received
accurate feedback. That is, participants exhibited verbal behavior responses with
regard to the accuracy of the feedback being delivered even though the feedback
that was delivered was always accurate. Since the feedback delivered for both of
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those groups was always accurate, one would not expect participants to exhibit
verbal behavior responses about the accuracy of feedback.
At least two possibilities exist as to why some participants exhibited verbal
behavior responses after feedback was delivered. One possibility is that the training
participants received which questioned the accuracy of the feedback during the task
may have occasioned the verbal behavior responses from participants in the two
experimental groups that received accurate feedback. Another possibility is that
participants may not have been able to discriminate between correct and incorrect
entries during the task, leading them to question the accuracy of the feedback
independent of the training. Regardless, the differences in participant responses
after feedback delivery in the current study and the Palmer et al. (2015) study
warrant further investigation.
Verbal behavior exhibited by a subset of Experiment 2 participants when
asked to train a confederate posing as a new participants yields some tentative, yet
interesting, findings. One participant exhibited feedback rumor statements during
the training which mentioned both the level of feedback accuracy he experienced
and the level of feedback accuracy his trainer mentioned experiencing. This result
provides preliminary evidence that the effects of inaccurate feedback could have
far-reaching effects in an organization; one of the more insidious effects of
inaccurate feedback may be the verbal behavior that is evoked by the delivery of
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inaccurate feedback, and that verbal behavior may come to eventually control other
employees’ behavior in an organization. Although only two participants from each
experimental group were asked to train a confederate posing as a new participant,
the data provide a good starting point for future investigations examining the
downstream effects of “rumor” verbal behavior which discusses the accuracy of
feedback.
Limitations and Future Research
The current study has a few limitations which should be noted. First, the
study was conducted in a laboratory setting. While the purpose of the study was to
examine the variables of interest in a highly controlled setting, there are many
additional factors that would potentially affect performance and feedback in an
actual work setting. Some examples of these factors may be an individual’s longer
learning history with regard to the task, an individual’s history with the supervisor
and/or organization, and the contingencies related to completion of a task in an
actual work setting (e.g., bi-weekly paycheck, social interactions with fellow
employees). A logical progression from this study and other studies examining the
effects of inaccurate feedback on performance and rumor (Palmer et al., 2015;
Smith et al., 2012) would be to examine these variables in a more natural context.
Additionally, it would have been interesting to determine if there were any gender
differences among the six experimental groups in Experiment 2; since Smith et al.
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(2012) found gender differences with regard to rumor verbal behavior, it is possible
that gender affects performance on the experimental task.
Another limitation of the current study was the use of confederates acting as
participants to train new participants in the study in Experiment 2. Although having
actual, finished participants train new participants may have resulted in more
natural verbal behavior being exhibited during training, this was not done due to
two main reasons. One reason was the logistical concerns of scheduling
participants such that one would be finishing the experiment as another one was
arriving; this proved to be difficult given the circumstances. Another reason was
that training could be better controlled with regard to treatment integrity and
consistency of the verbiage when confederates were trained to exhibit specific
verbal behavior recorded from Experiment 1 participants. Future research should
examine the effect of having actual participants train new participants with regard
to performance, verbal behavior, and treatment integrity of the training procedures.
It may be that exposure to inaccurate feedback results in lower levels of treatment
integrity during training compared to exposure to accurate feedback.
As in Palmer et al. (2015), participants in Experiment 2 reported setting
goals during the experiment, although there were not contingencies specifying that
they had to complete any particular number of entries per session. This supports the
idea by Palmer et al. that goal setting may be an inherent component of feedback
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studies. One possibility as to why participants may have reported setting goals in
the absence of any outside contingency is an individual’s history associated with
completing tasks for the purpose of an experiment. Goal setting may be a natural
side effect of receiving objective feedback during the completion of a task. Future
research could examine if it is possible to further separate the potential effects of
goal setting and feedback during studies examining the effects of feedback
accuracy.
A natural extension of the current study would be to examine the effects of
verbal behavior as if the trainer had been exposed to accurate feedback. This would
be a replication of the procedures used by Palmer et al. (2015), in which possible
feedback inaccuracy was not mentioned prior to the participants beginning the
study, except with a different experimental task. It would be interesting if similar
results to Palmer et al. (2015) are obtained; that is, would accurate feedback and
inaccurate, tripled feedback lead to similar participant performance if the trainers
exhibited verbal behavior as if they had been exposed to accurate feedback?
Future research should examine the effects of different levels and
configurations of feedback accuracy on various tasks and situations. One-third and
tripled feedback were chosen as levels of feedback accuracy based on Palmer et al.
(2015). However, those levels of feedback accuracy may not be plausible levels of
feedback accuracy in actual tasks or organizations. As discussed by Palmer et al.,
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there are many different configurations that inaccurate feedback can take. It may be
interesting to determine the effects of feedback that is negatively correlated (i.e., as
the number of entries increases, feedback decreases, and vice versa) or feedback
that has zero correlation (i.e., feedback that is randomly generated). It is also
possible that the types of training and feedback accuracy configurations in the
present study may have had different effects if a single-subject research design had
been used in the current study; these configurations would be interesting as a
single-subject design, which would include more sessions, perhaps better
approximating typical working conditions. It would also be interesting to determine
the effects of multiple trainings by the confederate trainer to better determine how
verbal behavior during training or other sources affects performance or rumor
verbal behavior on various tasks. Additionally, it would be interesting to assess the
effects of accuracy with regard to other, more subjective types of feedback.
A topic that is relatively understudied in OBM is the treatment integrity of
the interventions implemented by OBM practitioners. Although treatment integrity
is often the focus of articles in JOBM as a dependent variable to be improved,
treatment integrity of the interventions is rarely mentioned. Although no empirical
data exist regarding the inclusion of treatment integrity in JOBM articles, treatment
integrity appears to be relatively understudied and undermentioned component of a
successful intervention. Furthermore, very few parametric analyses of differing
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levels of treatment integrity for various OBM interventions have been conducted in
the OBM literature, although they have been conducted in the field of applied
behavior analysis (e.g., Wilder, Atwell, & Wine, 2006). Notably, Palmer et al.
(2015) has been the only published article examining the effects of various levels of
feedback treatment integrity. The current study expands upon the analysis of the
effects of various levels of feedback accuracy on performance started by Palmer
and colleagues, and extends this topic to the field of verbal behavior. However,
more research is needed examining the effects of varying levels of treatment
integrity when it comes to OBM interventions. Although performance feedback
may be the most ubiquitous intervention in the field of OBM, other interventions
such as task clarification, goal setting, and training should be assessed with regard
to how lapses in treatment integrity may affect intervention outcomes.
Finally, more research should be conducted regarding the role of verbal
behavior in OBM, specifically the verbal behavior that could occur as a result of
treatment integrity lapses in OBM interventions. As the current study
demonstrated, exposure to inaccurate feedback (i.e., lapses in feedback accuracy)
led to participants exhibiting different verbal behavior than people who were only
exposed to accurate feedback. Although inaccurate feedback may not necessarily
have detrimental effects on performance (although both levels of inaccurate
feedback led to decreased performance in the experimental task in the current
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study), it seems to lead to changes in the verbal behavior exhibited by participants.
Typically developing, verbally competent adults make up the majority, if not all, of
the participants in the OBM literature (Culig et al., 2005); therefore, it seems like a
mistake to ignore the role that verbal behavior plays in the workplace and in
organizations. As discussed by Fox and Vanstelle (2010), very few empirical OBM
articles have referenced Skinner’s Verbal Behavior (1957), suggesting that verbal
behavior in general is a relatively understudied area in OBM. Recently, workplace
culture and organizational citizenship behaviors (OCBs) have been a commonly
studied area of research in Industrial/Organizational psychology (e.g., Podsakoff,
Ahearne, & MacKenzie, 1997). A behavioral conceptualization of those two
concepts may describe workplace culture and OCBs as the behaviors, both verbal
and nonverbal, exhibited by employees in an organization. To adequately study
those concepts using a behavioral lens, the field of OBM must analyze both
nonverbal (i.e., performance) and verbal (i.e., rumor and gossip) behavior to truly
make an impact in organizations. Hopefully, the current study provides a
framework and starting point for more verbal behavior research in the field of
OBM.
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Table 1
Six experimental groups in Experiment 2

Level of feedback accuracy to which participant was
exposed

1/3

Accurate

X3

1/3

Group 1

Group 3

Group 5

X3

Group 2

Group 4

Group 6

Level of
feedback
accuracy to
which trainer
was exposed
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Table 2
Number of Each Type of Verbal Behavior in each FB condition Across Dyads in
Experiment 1
Dyad
Dyad 1
Type of
Verbal
Behavior
Task Rumor

Feedback
Rumor

Negative
Statements

Other
Statements

Dyad 2

Dyad 3

FB
Cond.

Task

Train

Task

Train

Task

Train

1/3

37

28

27

25

14

20

Acc
X3

58
10

28
16

18
19

20
19

3
11

22
26

1/3
Acc

14
16

7
4

8
0

1
0

5
0

0
0

X3

7

1

17

0

4

0

1/3
Acc
X3

20
3
13

0
1
0

6
0
1

1
0
0

17
7
3

0
0
0

1/3

41

2

15

0

44

0

Acc
20
3
2
0
0
5
X3
31
0
4
0
23
2
Notes. 1/3 = one-third feedback; Acc = Accurate; X3 = tripled feedback; Train =
Training
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Table 3
Sample verbal behavior statements exhibited by participants during Experiment 1
Type of
Verbal
Behavior

Sample Statement

Task Rumor

“My strategy isn't working.”
That’s a good idea use the mouse, I did that so I wouldn’t lose
my spot.”
“Maybe I’ll just like do a couple.”

Feedback
Rumor

“I know I got more than one right.”
“You think he is just adding up the numbers?”
“I’m like there’s no way I did 24; I keep circling them.”

Negative
Statements

“That just makes us think they don't want to spend more money.”
“So it just kept like frustrating me and making me really
flustered.”
“I hope he gives us the option to not do it.”

Other
Statements

“I wanted to go to the beach today”
“Where do you work?”
“So you take a lot of classes?”
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Table 4
Number of Each Type of Feedback Rumor Statement in each FB condition Across
Dyads in Experiment 1
Dyad
Dyad 1

Dyad 2

Dyad 3

Type of
Feedback
Rumor
Statement

FB
Cond.

Task

Train

Task

Train

Task

Train

Overreported
Positive

1/3
Acc
X3

0
0
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1/3

0

0

0

0

0

0

Acc
X3

0
2

0
0

0
3

0
0

0
2

0
0

Underreported
Positive

1/3
Acc
X3

0
2
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Underreported
Negative

1/3
Acc
X3

9
2
1

5
1
1

1
0
7

1
0
0

4
0
0

0
0
0

1/3

5

2

5

0

1

0

Acc

12

3

0

0

0

0

Overreported
Negative

Neutral

X3
3
0
7
0
2
0
Notes. 1/3 = one-third feedback; Acc = Accurate; X3 = tripled feedback; Train =
Training
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Table 5
Scores on Surveys in Experiment 1 Across All Participants
Participant
1/3-X3-Acc

X3-Acc-1/3

Acc-1/3-X3

Question

1

2

3

4

5

6

Set goals
Feedback
accurate
Task boring
Feedback helpful
Recommend
friends
Trust trainer
Trust feedback
giver
Enjoy work w/
trainer
Enjoy work w/
feedback giver
Enjoyed study

5

4

4

4

4

5

Grand
mean
4.33

2

2

1

1

3

1

1.67

1
2

3
2

3
2

2
2

3
4

3
1

2.50
2.17

5

4

4

3

4

3

3.83

5

4

5

4

4

5

4.50

2

1

4

4

4

4

3.17

5

4

5

5

4

4

4.50

5

5

5

5

4

4

4.67

4

5

4

3

4

4

4

Aggregate
3.6
3.4
3.7
3.3
3.8
3.4
Generated rules
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Notes. Content in the “Question” column is abbreviated items from the social
validity survey (see Figure 4 for full survey). Order of feedback accuracy
conditions described above each participant. 1/3 = one-third feedback; Acc =
Accurate; X3 = tripled feedback
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Table 6
Number of Each Type of Verbal Behavior during Training of a Confederate Posing
as a New Participant for Each Experimental Group in Experiment 2
Experimental Group
Type of
Verbal
Behavior
Task Rumor

1/3-1/3

1/3-Acc

1/3-X3

X3-1/3

X3-Acc

X3-X3

30

26

23

41

55

58

Feedback
Rumor

2

1

0

3

0

0

Negative
Statements

0

0

1

2

1

3

Other
5
1
1
5
2
Statements
Notes. 1/3 = one-third feedback; Acc = Accurate; X3 = tripled feedback.

4
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Table 7
Number of Each Type of Feedback Rumor Statement during Training of a
Confederate Posing as a New Participant for Each Experimental Group in
Experiment 2
Experimental Group
Type of
Feedback
Rumor
Statement
Overreported
Positive

1/3-1/3

1/3-Acc

1/3-X3

X3-1/3

X3-Acc

X3-X3

0

0

0

1

0

0

Overreported
Negative

0

0

0

0

0

0

Underreported
Positive

0

0

0

0

0

0

Underreported
Negative

1

1

0

2

0

0

Neutral
1
0
0
0
0
Notes. 1/3 = one-third feedback; Acc = Accurate; X3 = tripled feedback.

0
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Table 8
Mean (SD) Scores on Surveys in Experiment 2 By Group
Group
Question

1/3-1/3

1/3-Acc

1/3-X3

X3-1/3

X3-Acc

X3-X3

Set goals
3.5 (1.6) 3.5 (1.5) 3.1 (1.3) 3.5 (1.2) 4.2 (1.1) 3.4 (0.9)
Feedback
1.9 (1.3) 3.3 (1.2) 2.6 (1.4) 2.0 (1.2) 3.8 (1.3) 2.6 (1.3)
accurate
Task boring
3.6 (1.3) 3.4 (1.1) 3.5 (1.3) 3.4 (1.2) 2.8 (1.1) 3.6 (1.3)
Feedback
1.9 (1.2) 3.1 (1.3) 3.3 (1.4) 2.1 (1.4) 3.6 (1.0) 2.7 (1.2)
helpful
Recommend
3.5 (1.3) 3.9 (0.9) 3.7 (1.0) 4.1 (1.1) 4.1 (0.9) 3.4 (1.4)
friends
Trust trainer
3.4 (1.5) 3.9 (1.0) 3.6 (1.1) 3.5 (1.3) 4.1 (0.8) 4.4 (0.9)
Trust
feedback
2.2 (1.5) 3.8 (1.3) 3.6 (1.2) 3.2 (1.3) 4.2 (0.8) 3.3 (1.7)
giver
Enjoy work
3.7 (1.1) 3.5 (0.9) 3.5 (1.1) 3.4 (1.0) 3.7 (0.8) 3.9 (1.1)
w/ trainer
Enjoy work
w/ feedback
2.8 (1.3) 3.5 (1.1) 3.6 (1.1) 3.2 (1.2) 3.8 (1.0) 3.4 (1.3)
giver
Enjoyed study 3.5 (1.2) 3.8 (1.0 3.9 (0.8) 3.6 (1.2) 4.1 (0.7) 3.7 (1.4)
Aggregate
3.0 (0.7) 3.6 (0.3) 3.5 (0.4) 3.2 (0.6) 3.8 (0.4) 3.4 (0.5)
Percent Part.
Generated
71%
35%
41%
47%
18%
50%
rules
Notes. Content in the “Question” column is abbreviated items from the social
validity survey (see Figure 4 for full survey). Group names are described as (trainer
FB accuracy verbal behavior)-(participant FB accuracy); 1/3 = one-third feedback;
Acc = Accurate; X3 = tripled feedback, Part. = participants
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Figure 1. The simulated work task of online bank money transfer.
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Figure 2. An example of information provided in the handout for performing the
work task.
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Figure 3. Flow chart showing rationale of progression from Experiment 1 to
Experiment 2.
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Answer the following questions on a scale from 1 to 5, with 1 indicating “not at all”
and 5 indicating “very much so”:
1. I set goals for myself when completing the task.
1

2

3

4

5

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

Not at all

Very
much so

Neutral

2. The feedback I received was accurate.
1

2

3

4

5

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

Not at all

Very
much so

Neutral

3. The task in this experiment was boring.
1

2

3

4

5

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

Not at all

Very
much so

Neutral

4. The feedback on my previous performances was helpful.
1

2

3

4

5

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

Not at all

Very
much so

Neutral

5. I would recommend participating in this study to a friend.
1

2

3

4

5

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

Not at all

Neutral

Very
much so
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6. I trust the person who trained me.
1

2

3

4

5

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

Not at all

Very
much so

Neutral

7. I trust the person delivering the experimenter who delivered feedback.
1

2

3

4

5

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

Not at all

Very
much so

Neutral

8. I would enjoy working with the person who trained me in an actual job
setting.
1

2

3

4

5

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

Not at all

Very
much so

Neutral

9. I would enjoy working for the experimenter in an actual job setting.
1

2

3

4

5

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

Not at all

Very
much so

Neutral

10. Overall, I enjoyed participating in this study.
1

2

3

4

5

__________

__________

__________

__________

__________

Not at all

Neutral

Very
much so
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11. Did you generate any rules in your head regarding the accuracy of the
feedback you received?
YES or NO
If YES, what were your rules?
_____________________________________________________________
___________
12. If you did generate rules, what information did you base it on?
_____________________________________________________________
___________

Figure 4. Social validity questionnaire.
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Figure 5. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of verbal behavior
statements in each verbal behavior category across feedback accuracy conditions
for Dyad 1 during the task (conditions are listed in order of dyad exposure).
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Figure 6. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of verbal behavior
statements in each feedback accuracy condition across categories of verbal
behavior for Dyad 1 during the task (conditions are listed in order of dyad
exposure).
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Figure 7. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of feedback rumor
verbal behavior statements in each feedback rumor verbal behavior statement
across feedback accuracy conditions for Dyad 1 during the task (conditions are
listed in order of dyad exposure).
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Figure 8. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of feedback rumor
verbal behavior statements in each feedback accuracy condition across categories
of feedback rumor verbal behavior for Dyad 1 during the task (conditions are listed
in order of dyad exposure).
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Figure 9. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of verbal behavior
statements in each verbal behavior category across feedback accuracy conditions
for Dyad 2 during the task (conditions are listed in order of dyad exposure).
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Figure 10. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of verbal behavior
statements in each feedback accuracy condition across categories of verbal
behavior for Dyad 2 during the task (conditions are listed in order of dyad
exposure).
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Figure 11. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of feedback rumor
verbal behavior statements in each feedback rumor verbal behavior category across
feedback accuracy conditions for Dyad 2 during the task (conditions are listed in
order of dyad exposure).
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Figure 12. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of feedback rumor
verbal behavior statements in each feedback accuracy condition across categories
of feedback rumor verbal behavior for Dyad 2 during the task (conditions are listed
in order of dyad exposure).
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Figure 13. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of verbal behavior
statements in each verbal behavior category across feedback accuracy conditions
for Dyad 3 during the task (conditions are listed in order of dyad exposure).
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Figure 14. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of verbal behavior
statements in each feedback accuracy condition across categories of verbal
behavior for Dyad 3 during the task (conditions are listed in order of dyad
exposure).
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Figure 15. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of feedback rumor
verbal behavior statements in each feedback rumor verbal behavior category across
feedback accuracy conditions for Dyad 3 during the task (conditions are listed in
order of dyad exposure).
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Figure 16. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of feedback rumor
verbal behavior statements in each feedback accuracy condition across categories
of feedback rumor verbal behavior for Dyad 3 during the task (conditions are listed
in order of dyad exposure).
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Figure 17. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of verbal behavior
statements in each verbal behavior category across feedback accuracy conditions
for Dyad 1 during training (conditions are listed in order of dyad exposure).
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Figure 18. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of verbal behavior
statements in each feedback accuracy condition across categories of verbal
behavior for Dyad 1 during training (conditions are listed in order of dyad
exposure).
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Figure 19. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of feedback rumor
verbal behavior statements in each feedback rumor verbal behavior category across
feedback accuracy conditions for Dyad 1 during training (conditions are listed in
order of dyad exposure).
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Figure 20. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of feedback rumor
verbal behavior statements in each feedback accuracy condition across categories
of feedback rumor verbal behavior for Dyad 1 during training (conditions are listed
in order of dyad exposure).
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Figure 21. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of verbal behavior
statements in each verbal behavior category across feedback accuracy conditions
for Dyad 2 during training (conditions are listed in order of dyad exposure).
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Figure 22. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of verbal behavior
statements in each feedback accuracy condition across categories of verbal
behavior for Dyad 2 during training (conditions are listed in order of dyad
exposure).
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Figure 23. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of feedback rumor
verbal behavior statements in each feedback rumor verbal behavior category across
feedback accuracy conditions for Dyad 2 during training (conditions are listed in
order of dyad exposure).
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Figure 24. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of feedback rumor
verbal behavior statements in each feedback accuracy condition across categories
of feedback rumor verbal behavior for Dyad 2 during training (conditions are listed
in order of dyad exposure).
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Figure 25. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of verbal behavior
statements in each verbal behavior category across feedback accuracy conditions
for Dyad 3 during training (conditions are listed in order of dyad exposure).
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Figure 26. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of verbal behavior
statements in each feedback accuracy condition across categories of verbal
behavior for Dyad 3 during training (conditions are listed in order of dyad
exposure).
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Figure 27. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of feedback rumor
verbal behavior statements in each feedback rumor verbal behavior category across
feedback accuracy conditions for Dyad 3 during training (conditions are listed in
order of dyad exposure).
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Figure 28. Number (upper panel) and percentage (lower panel) of feedback rumor
verbal behavior statements in each feedback accuracy condition across categories
of feedback rumor verbal behavior for Dyad 3 during training (conditions are listed
in order of dyad exposure).
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Figure 29. Means and standard deviations for the six experimental conditions.
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Figure 30. Clustered bar graph of means for the six experimental groups.
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Figure 31. Overall group means of the number of correctly completed entries for
the six experimental groups over time.
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Figure 32. Group mean (black) and individual participant (grey) data paths for the
1/3 Trainer – 1/3 Participant experimental group.
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Figure 33. Group mean (black) and individual participant (grey) data paths for the
1/3 Trainer – Accurate Participant experimental group.
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Figure 34. Group mean (black) and individual participant (grey) data paths for the
1/3 Trainer – X3 Participant experimental group.
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Figure 35. Group mean (black) and individual participant (grey) data paths for the
X3 Trainer – 1/3 Participant experimental group.
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Figure 36. Group mean (black) and individual participant (grey) data paths for the
X3 Trainer – Accurate Participant experimental group.
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Figure 37. Group mean (black) and individual participant (grey) data paths for the
X3 Trainer – X3 Participant experimental group.
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Figure 38. Overall group means of the number of inaccuracies over time for the six
experimental groups across sessions.
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Figure 39. Clustered bar graph of the number of verbal behavior responses
exhibited by participants in each experimental group when receiving feedback in
Experiment 2.
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Appendix A
BST script used in Experiment 1
BST Script
Instruction
1. The experimenter will enter your name.
2. The top portion of the screen will display the name of a company and
the monetary amount for transfer.
3. You will need to use the accompanying handout to complete each
transfer entry. The handout has different tables with company names,
bank names, account numbers, and security codes.
4. You will need to look at the name of the company up at the top, and
look for the accompanying number in the first table (list of company
names) of the handout.
5. Look for that number in the second table (list of bank names), and type
the accompanying bank name in the “Bank:” name. Be sure to correctly
type capital and lowercase letters with the bank name.
6. Type the amount that appears at the top of the screen in the Amount
field, without the dollar sign.
7. Look for the accompanying number in the third table (list of account
numbers), and type in the accompanying account number. The dashes
separate which field to type the numbers into. For example, type the
numbers before the first dash in the left-most account number field, type
the numbers between the first and second dash in the middle account
number field, and type the numbers after the second dash in the rightmost account number field.
8. The two rows in the “security codes” field will be partially completed.
You will need to identify the correct security code from the fourth table
(list of security codes) from the preexisting numbers and letters that are
already given by the computer program. You will need to complete two
security codes for each entry. Be sure to correctly type in the letters as
capital letters.
9. Once you have completed all of the fields, press the “transfer” button to
complete the entry. A new entry will then appear, and you should
complete the same steps.
10. Complete as many entries until the program delivers a pop-up message
at 10 min.
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11. If you hit the “transfer” button before completing all of the fields, an
error message will appear. Use the mouse to press the “X” button in the
top right corner, and continue with the session.
12. After the session, you will be asked to leave the room. The experimenter
will then deliver feedback to you about the number of correctly
completed entries from that session.
13. You may also choose to not complete computer entries. In that case, you
may go on the internet or play the games on the desktop (e.g., solitaire).
Modeling
Demonstrate the program by following the above steps.
Rehearsal
Have the participant demonstrate how to:
1. Correctly complete an entry
2. How to exit out of a pop-up error message
3. How to go on the internet and play desktop games
Feedback
Provide feedback to the participant after they have rehearsed each one of those
steps. Use the below table to mark if there are mistakes.
Complete an
entry

Exit out of
pop-up error
message

Go on internet
and play
desktop
games
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Appendix B
BST script with 1/3 trainer verbal behavior used in Experiment 2
“Like he/she said, I just finished up doing what you will have to do, so now I’m
going to train you”
Instruction/Modeling (Say the following as you go through the steps)
1. The experimenter will enter your name.
2. The top portion of the screen will display the name of a company and
the monetary amount for transfer.
3. You will need to use the accompanying handout to complete each
transfer entry. The handout has different tables with company names,
bank names, account numbers, and security codes.
4. You will need to look at the name of the company up at the top, and
look for the accompanying number in the first table (list of company
names) of the handout.
5. Look for that number in the second table (list of bank names), and type
the accompanying bank name in the “Bank:” name. Be sure to correctly
type capital and lowercase letters with the bank name.
6. Type the amount that appears at the top of the screen in the Amount
field, without the dollar sign.
7. Look for the accompanying number in the third table (list of account
numbers), and type in the accompanying account number. The dashes
separate which field to type the numbers into. For example, type the
numbers before the first dash in the left-most account number field, type
the numbers between the first and second dash in the middle account
number field, and type the numbers after the second dash in the rightmost account number field.
8. The two rows in the “security codes” field will be partially completed.
You will need to identify the correct security code from the fourth table
(list of security codes) from the preexisting numbers and letters that are
already given by the computer program. You will need to complete two
security codes for each entry. Be sure to correctly type in the letters as
capital letters.
9. Once you have completed all of the fields, press the “transfer” button to
complete the entry. A new entry will then appear, and you should
complete the same steps.
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10. Complete as many entries until the program delivers a pop-up message
at 10 min.
11. If you hit the “transfer” button before completing all of the fields, an
error message will appear. Use the mouse to press the “X” button in the
top right corner, and continue with the session.
12. After the session, you will be asked to leave the room. The experimenter
will then deliver feedback to you about the number of correctly
completed entries from that session.
13. About the feedback, my partner and I know we did better than what we
actually did. He told me I only did 3, and I was like “wait, what?” I was
putting in harder work to get it right, and it’s not like I was going slow,
so I was just always really confused.
14. You may also choose to not complete computer entries. In that case, you
may go on the internet or play the games on the desktop (e.g., solitaire).
Rehearsal/Feedback
Have the participant demonstrate how to:
1. How to exit out of a pop-up error message
2. How to play desktop games
3. Correctly complete an entry
4. Say this after they demonstrate everything:
“And this is the part where he tells you the feedback. If you’re like ‘there’s
no way I did this bad’, it’s okay; it’s just a little frustrating!”
Provide feedback to the participant after they have rehearsed each one of those
steps. Use the below table to mark if there are mistakes.
Complete an
entry

Exit out of
pop-up error
message
Go on internet
and play
desktop
games
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Appendix C
BST script with X3 trainer verbal behavior used in Experiment 2
“Like he/she said, I just finished up doing what you will have to do, so now I’m
going to train you”
Instruction/Modeling (Say the following as you go through the steps)
1. The experimenter will enter your name.
2. The top portion of the screen will display the name of a company and
the monetary amount for transfer.
3. You will need to use the accompanying handout to complete each
transfer entry. The handout has different tables with company names,
bank names, account numbers, and security codes.
4. You will need to look at the name of the company up at the top, and
look for the accompanying number in the first table (list of company
names) of the handout.
5. Look for that number in the second table (list of bank names), and type
the accompanying bank name in the “Bank:” name. Be sure to correctly
type capital and lowercase letters with the bank name.
6. Type the amount that appears at the top of the screen in the Amount
field, without the dollar sign.
7. Look for the accompanying number in the third table (list of account
numbers), and type in the accompanying account number. The dashes
separate which field to type the numbers into. For example, type the
numbers before the first dash in the left-most account number field, type
the numbers between the first and second dash in the middle account
number field, and type the numbers after the second dash in the rightmost account number field.
8. The two rows in the “security codes” field will be partially completed.
You will need to identify the correct security code from the fourth table
(list of security codes) from the preexisting numbers and letters that are
already given by the computer program. You will need to complete two
security codes for each entry. Be sure to correctly type in the letters as
capital letters.
9. Once you have completed all of the fields, press the “transfer” button to
complete the entry. A new entry will then appear, and you should
complete the same steps.
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10. Complete as many entries until the program delivers a pop-up message
at 10 min.
11. If you hit the “transfer” button before completing all of the fields, an
error message will appear. Use the mouse to press the “X” button in the
top right corner, and continue with the session.
12. After the session, you will be asked to leave the room. The experimenter
will then deliver feedback to you about the number of correctly
completed entries from that session.
13. About the feedback, it is weird what he tells you. There was no way I
did as many as he told me I did. He told me I got 21, but I definitely
didn’t do more than 10.
14. You may also choose to not complete computer entries. In that case, you
may go on the internet or play the games on the desktop (e.g., solitaire).
Rehearsal/Feedback
Have the participant demonstrate how to:
1. How to exit out of a pop-up error message
2. How to play desktop games
3. Correctly complete an entry
4. Say this after they demonstrate everything:
“And this is the part where he tells you the feedback. If you’re like ‘there’s
no way I did this many’, it’s okay; it’s just a little weird.”
Provide feedback to the participant after they have rehearsed each one of those
steps. Use the below table to mark if there are mistakes.
Complete an
entry
Exit out of
pop-up error
message
Go on internet
and play
desktop
games

